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The debt crisis is worsening.  According to the latest data released by
the State Bank, the country's total debt (domestic and external) surged
to an all-time high of Rs 26.453 trillion at the end of November, 2018,
compared to Rs 24.212 trillion on 30th June, 2018, depicting an in-
crease of Rs 2.24 trillion or 9.25 percent. While federal government's
domestic debt rose by Rs 907 billion to Rs 17.323 trillion, foreign debt
witnessed a sharper increase as external borrowings shot up by Rs
1.334 trillion to reach Rs 9.13 trillion during the first five months of the
current fiscal year. It may be mentioned here that the government in-
creased its domestic debt through short-term borrowings, relying mainly
on the treasury bills which increased by Rs 1.168 trillion to Rs 10.057
trillion during July-November 2018.

The jump of such a magnitude in total indebtedness of the country
in a short period of five months reflects a higher fiscal deficit than en-
visaged at the time of budget formulation due to low revenue collection
and growing current expenditures while the huge current account deficit
has forced the authorities to seek foreign loans to meet the external
gap. A considerable appreciation of the US dollar against the Pak rupee
from about Rs 121 at end June to about Rs 140 by the end of Novem-
ber, 2018 - representing an appreciation of over 15 percent - was an-
other reason for the sharp rise in external borrowings in rupee terms.
However, whatever the reasons, the recent jump of nearly 10 percent
in aggregate debt is bad news for the country. Moreover, this has been
happening under the government of a party that came to power on the
promise of self-reliance and greater austerity in every sphere of gover-
nance. Unfortunately, however, the PTI government has so far been
unable to meet this commitment as indicated by growing fiscal deficit
woes.

The government has to come up with concrete plans to reduce and
ultimately eliminate the present level of budget deficit so that the level
of domestic debt is contained to a reasonable level. So far as the ex-
ternal sector is concerned, the government has made the right moves
to narrow the trade deficit by substantially depreciating the Pak rupee
and imposing duties on various items of imports. Though these steps
are in the right direction, they have so far not made a large impact on
the current account balance, forcing the government to borrow exten-
sively from friendly countries in order to address the country's current
account and arrest the dwindling trend in foreign exchange reserves.
The country has so far received dollar 2 billion from Saudi Arabia while

the authorities expect to get more from the UAE, China and Qatar. 
The Fiscal Responsibility and Debt Limitation (FRDL) Bill aimed at

eliminating the revenue deficit and reducing public debt to a prudent
level was passed by the National Assembly on 3 March, 2005. The bill,
as passed, was meant to bring down the revenue deficit to zero by 30
June, 2008, and maintain a revenue surplus thereafter to reduce total
public debt to 60 percent of GDP by June, and maintain it below this
level in the subsequent years. The government was bound to keep the
National Assembly informed about emerging scenarios in the relevant
fields and any deviations from the set course were only to be allowed
in exceptional circumstances. Alas, this bill which could act as a guar-
antee for sound fiscal management was violated with impunity. The
present government could highlight the limitations imposed by this bill
for ensuring prudent fiscal management and contain the rising level of
domestic debt. 

All said and done, the basic reason for the rising debt burden is the
gap between imports and exports. While imports have been going up,
exports have been stagnant. This external gap ultimately translates into
budget deficit which is covered through foreign loans. We did not have
the wise leadership required to build productive capacity in the domes-
tic economy to create exportable surpluses. Instead, we fell into the
trap of building a consumer-oriented economy based on cheap imports,
which is attractive in the short run, but enormously costly in the long
run.

It is atrocious that an agricultural country like Pakistan imports $6
billion worth of agricultural products, like food, raw cotton, edible oil.
The future is in our hands. We can continue to borrow, from other
sources, and maintain an economy driven by consumption, and by in-
dustries which make profits by using artificially cheap imports. Or we
can bite the bullet and go for the structural transformation required to
create productivity in the domestic economy, which is the only route to
sustainable growth.

The industries which could have come into existence, had imports
been expensive were never born. If we can sustain the policy of keep-
ing aggregate demand in domestic products high, higher prices in the
desired sectors will lead to creation of extra productive capacity and
stimulate domestic industry, which is exactly what is needed. More ex-
ports is the only way to reduce our dependence on foreign loans which
create serious distortions in the economy.

Economics
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The PTI government is facing a new challenge from the opposition parties.
The PPP and PML-N, which have for long been at cross purposes, joined
hands last week to form a grand alliance. The opposition parties have also
formed a committee to finalise a joint strategy to give a tough time to the
ruling coalition inside and outside Parliament.

The decision to form the alliance was announced by Leader of the Op-
position in the National Assembly, PML-N President Shahbaz Sharif, who
hosted a meeting of leaders of the opposition parties, including former
President Asif Zardari and PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto. The meeting
was also attended by JUI-F MNAs Maulana Asad Mehmood and Maulana
Abdul Wasay and ANP leader Ameer Haider Khan Hoti. Interestingly, a
representatives of the Balochistan National Party-Mengal (BNP-M), a part-
ner in the ruling coalition, also attended the meeting

It may be recalled here that soon after the general elections, the oppo-
sition parties had agreed to contest the elections for the offices of speaker,
deputy speaker and prime minister jointly. But the opposition alliance crum-
bled after the PPP refused to vote for Shahbaz Sharif for the office of prime
minister in August last year. The opposition parties made another attempt
to forge an alliance at the time of presidential elections, but failed to field
a joint candidate against the PTI’s nominee Arif Alvi. The PML-N and other
opposition parties supported Maulana Fazlur Rehman, whereas the PPP
nominated Aitzaz Ahsan for the top office.

But after the experience of sitting on the opposition benches and facing
an endless barrage of corruption cases, the PPP and PML-N have
changed tack. The PTI government has been somewhat fortunate during
its first six months in power that the opposition parties have spent as much
time sniping at each other as focusing their criticism on the ruling party.
Post-election attempts by Maulana Fazlur Rahman of the JUI-F to form a
grand opposition alliance proved abortive as the PML-N and PPP were
never able to come to an understanding. It seems that by its policies, the
PTI has alienated the opposition parties so much that they have now
agreed to put aside their differences and decided to adopt a joint strategy
to confront the government. 

The obvious reason why the PPP and PML-N have come together is
the accountability process which has ensnared most of their top leaders.
But the PTI government’s acts of omission and commission have also
given the opposition parties an opportunity to marshal their forces and
mount a new attack. A faltering economy, rising inflation, rupee devalua-
tion, power and gas shortages and unguarded remarks against the media
are issues that the opposition now plans to exploit and agitate to put the
government on the defensive. 

Most of the PTI’s pre-election promises have not been translated into
action. On top of that, cronyism and corruption – opposition to which was
a central plank of the PTI’s platform – have continued unabated as before.
To boot, the PTI has a razor-thin majority in the National Assembly, and
the combined opposition has the required number of seats to block any
legislation in the Senate.

The opposition has taken the stand that the government is using the
fight against corruption as a weapon to target its opponents. While Shah-
baz Sharif is facing a number of corruption charges, the JIT  has submitted
a damning report about massive corruption by Asif Zardari and Sindh Chief
Minister Murad Ali Shah. On its part, the PTI has denounced the alliance
as just another attempt to pressurize the government to agree to another
National Reconciliation Ordinance and grant amnesty to those involved in
corruption cases.

It remains to be seen how long the opposition alliance holds together,
for it suffers from many inbuilt contradictions. Both the PPP and PML-N
have a dismal record of performance in office, and their only concern now
is to save their skins. If given a chance, both PPP and PML-N will not
shrink from making separate deals with the government for a bailout. In
that case, the new alliance will collapse like a house of cards.

But in view of its oft-repeated commitment to eradication of corruption
from society it will not be easy for the PTI to allow any kind of relief to the
corrupt. Given this scenario, the political temperature is set to rise with the
possibility of the opposition parties taking to the streets to bring down the
government. With a slender parliamentary majority, the PTI is also vulner-
able politically. If the MQM and PML-Q leave the ruling coalition, it will be-
come difficult for the PTI government to survive. In this context, it is
relevant to point out here that the BNP-M sent two of its leaders as ob-
servers to the formation of the opposition alliance, while Akhtar Mengal
announced that his party would not support any wrong step by the PTI
government and would stand by  the opposition’s just demands. In the
days ahead, Imran Khan will have to do some tightrope walking to save
his coalition government while carrying on his anti-corruption campaign.

Nasim Ahmed

New challenge 
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A new UN report released recently says Pakistan is 50 plus years behind
in its primary and 60 plus years behind in its secondary education tar-
gets. According to the UN Global Education Monitoring Report, a large
part of the world is set to overshoot its deadline by more than half a cen-
tury,

It may be recalled here that world leaders agreed two years back
that by 2030 all girls and boys should be able to complete free quality
primary and secondary education, but chronic under-funding is holding
back progress. According to the report, Pakistan is struggling with its
large out-of-school population, including 11 million children out of pri-
mary schools – the most absolute number of children out of school any-
where in the world, though Liberia tops the ranking for the worst access
to primary schools with 62 per cent proportion of children missing out
on primary school. A further eight million children are out of secondary
schools (48 per cent of lower secondary school-age children).  Pakistan
also has a staggering 10.4 million adolescents out of upper secondary
school.

There is also a wide gulf between school completion rate and edu-
cation attainment between the rich and poor; urban and rural based and
between boys and girls. Poor rural males have a literacy rate of 64 per
cent, but their female counterparts pale in comparison with 14 per cent.
Many 10-year-olds had never been to school, had already left (often be-
cause of not benefiting from the experience) or were in a lower grade
and had not yet developed reading skills. While 89 per cent of grade 10
students could read a very simple text, only 64 per cent of sampled 14-
year-olds could do so, a difference of 25 percentage points.

One factor for this has been fewer resources allocated to education,
with Pakistan committing only 11.3 per cent of total government expen-
diture to the sector as opposed to the recommended minimum bench-
mark of 15 per cent. According to experts, domestic financing is the
largest and most important source of funds for the sector. Pakistan’s
commitment to education is reflected in its longstanding target of spend-
ing four per cent of the GDP on education. The target was set in 1992
and the pledge has been repeated in government policies and education
sector plans since then. 

However, spending has so far fallen far short of the target. In recent
years, the allocation has not exceeded 2.5 per cent of the GDP, and only
reached 2 per cent in 2013-14.In absolute terms, Pakistan spent $5.3
billion on education in 2013-14. Given the current spending patterns,
Pakistan faces enormous financing challenges. According to For All
Global Monitoring Report (EFA GMR), to meet post-2015 education
goals by 2030, the country will have to increase its current per student
expenditure by 10 times at the pre-primary level, by six times at the pri-
mary level, and by four times at the lower secondary level.

Pakistan is among a minority of lower-middle income countries which
will need to roughly double spending on basic education to achieve
goals by 2030, and will have to increase proportion of GDP allocations
to basic education by almost three times. The small size of allocations
for the education sector in Pakistan is largely related to the govern-
ment’s capacity to raise tax revenue. The government’s capacity to raise
revenue through taxation is extremely limited as the federal government
has not been able to raise the tax-to-GDP ratio for several years.

The case study points out that tax reforms remain a huge public pol-
icy hurdle, with little will within parliament to implement measures re-
quired to improve tax revenues. While the Federal Board of Revenue’s
tax collection has increased in absolute terms, it has remained at just
8.7 per cent of the GDP for the past 10 years — among the lowest pro-
portions in the world.

Despite the signal of strong commitment, a significant proportion of
funds allocated for the education sector remains unspent. Budget-track-
ing exercises over the past couple of years reveal patterns of under-
spending for both recurrent and development expenditure in all
provinces. Between 2010-11 and 2013-14, nine per cent to 13 per cent
of Punjab’s education budget remained unspent.

Data for Sindh also reveals erratic patterns in spending of education
funds; nearly a quarter of the education budget remained unspent in
2013-14, equivalent to $310 million. This amount could support 2.7 mil-
lion primary children in schools. Spending in the smaller provinces —
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan — appears to be better, with the
former spending more than its budgetary allocations in some years.

The country also receives bilateral and multilateral aid for the edu-
cation sector and these funds are important for supporting the education
system. Aid to education has dramatically increased from $20m in 2002
to $432m in 2012. Pakistan is among the top 10 countries receiving aid
for education. One potential reason for the relatively large amount of aid
it receives may be that donor countries are keen to continue engage-
ment for geopolitical and security reasons, the study says.

Aid to basic education has been the main focus of the official devel-
opment assistance to Pakistan, accounting for more than 50 per cent of
the total aid to education since 2002. The proportion of aid to higher ed-
ucation exceeds spending on secondary education and its share has
been increasing. A reason for changing priorities within education is re-
lated to a shift in priorities by donors over the years. Donor coordination
has always been difficult in Pakistan. With about 30 donors working in the
education sector, it has been a tough task to coordinate their activities
and funding. One reason for lack of effective and sustained coordination
has been lack of a strong position by the federal government to spearhead
initiatives. The situation has worsened after the 18th Amendment.

Education
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The knives were out for Pakistan Chief Justice Mian Saqib Nisar the day
he retired and praise-singing for Justice Asif Saeed Khosa has started after
he assumed the mantle. The former chief justice, who was lauded for hear-
ing public interest cases, raids on hospitals, filtration plants and prisons in
his days, is being blamed for extravagant judicial activism and exceeding
the powers of his office, after retirement.

The applause for the new chief justice and criticism of the former top
judge indicate the mindset of the nation. Justice Saqib Nisar will be re-
membered for hard work and suo motu notices of social and political mat-
ters. He listened to public complaints and resolved thousands of them. In
the last year of his service, he refused to take a day off. He also started a
fundraising campaign for dams to address the serious water issue of Pak-
istan. Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif was disqualified for life in his
period, though he was not part of the bench. He plans to run a "free legal
clinic," for the poor after retirement, which lends credence to the general
perception that justice is expensive and delayed in the country. But, he is
not solely responsible for it. The judiciary is short of judges and the parlia-
ment has failed to reform the decades-old justice system. Justice Nisar did
what he could do and became the most popular figure of his time, though
at times, his words became louder than his judgments.

According to the 2017-18 World Justice Project Rule of Law Index,
which measures whether ordinary people can resolve their grievances
through the civil justice system, Pakistan’s score is the worst in the region.
It is ranked the last in the six regional countries and stands at 105th out of
113 countries in the world. Over 40,000 cases are pending with the
Supreme Court, over 300,000 with the five High Courts and about two mil-
lion with the lower courts of the four provinces and the federal capital, ac-
cording to the Law and Justice Commission of Pakistan. During the last
five years, the number of cases pending with the Supreme Court has dou-
bled and reached the highest level for the last 15 years. In 2006, the num-
ber of pending cases before it was 13,724. Today, it is thrice that.
Compared to other countries, the court procedures in Pakistan are com-
plicated, lengthy and expensive. On average, it takes 1,071 days to settle
a commercial dispute in court. Then the case can go to the appeal stage
first in a High Court and then in the Supreme Court. It is not unusual for a
case to take more than a dozen years to be decided, says the World Bank
report. Only one judge is available for 62,000 people in the Punjab and
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. In the Lahore High Court, only one judge is available
for 2.2 million people. In the Punjab, a single judge has a case load of
more than 660.

Justice Asif Saeed Khosa has spelled out his priorities after taking oath
as the 26th chief justice of Pakistan. He intends to address causes that
contribute to delay in disposition of cases at all levels of the judicial hier-
archy. However, he is fully aware of the challenge. “There are 1.9 million
pending cases in the country with only 4,000 judges,” he had observed
few days before taking oath as the top judge. “Even if all judges of the
Supreme Court, High Courts and subordinate judiciary work day and night
for 36 hours a day, they cannot clear the cases. When we ask the govern-

ment to increase the number of judges, so that justice can be delivered
promptly, they reply to us they are short of funds,” he observed.

Referring to Justice Nisar's efforts to raise donations to build dams,
Justice Khosa said that he too wanted to build a dam. "I would also like to
build some dams, a dam against undue and unnecessary delays in judicial
determination of cases, a dam against frivolous litigation and a dam
against fake witnesses and false testimonies and would also try to retire a
debt, the debt of pending cases which must be decided at the earliest,” he
pledged.

In contrast to the former chief justice, Justice Khosa has promised to
use the power to take suo motu notices sparingly, “only in respect of larger
issues of national importance where either there is no other adequate or
efficacious remedy available or the available constitutional or legal reme-
dies are ineffective or are rendered incapacitated.” Speaking on the thorny
issue of military courts, he said, "The trial of a civilian in a military court is
considered wrong across the world. It is said that military courts take less
time to issue verdicts. Civilian courts should try to resolve cases in a short
period of time. High Courts should exercise powers within their jurisdic-
tion." Defining the constitutional limits of national institutions, he said,
"Army and intelligence agencies should not interfere in civilian matters.
The job of the parliament is to legislate, not provide development funds.
Transfers and postings are not among the parliament's duties either."

The new chief justice wants to bring structural and systemic changes
to the judiciary to minimise litigation, eliminate unnecessary delays and ra-
tionalise the workload on judges. Chief justice Khosa will serve as top
judge for only 337 days and is scheduled to retire on December 21, 2019.
In his nearly two-decade long career, he has decided about 55,000 cases.
A special bench headed by him has decided over 10,000 criminal cases
since 2014. As work on judicial reforms is in the final stage, it is hoped the
government will complete the process in weeks, instead of months, to help
Justice Khosa complete his job and fulfill its own promise of cheap and
speedy justice. It will be a great service to the nation.

Justice
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Former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s hope of release from jail has bright-
ened after a five-member bench of the Supreme Court of Pakistan threw
out an appeal by the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) for the sus-
pension of an Islamabad High Court (IHC) verdict that had suspended his
sentence. The former prime minister may be a free man in few months but
the future of his politics and political party still remains uncertain.

Sources say the former prime minister has complained to some
“friends” that he had kept quiet on their advice, but still relief has not been
provided to him. It is said the “friends“ have assured him that he would be
released in a month or two. However, the situation is not very rosy for him.
Justice Asif Saeed Khosa, who had headed the five-member Panama
case bench, has become the chief justice of Pakistan. In his judgment
against Nawaz Sharif, he had quoted The Godfather, a popular novel by
Mario Puzo, which recounts the violent tale of a mafia family. However,
Justice Khosa was also part of a five-member judge, which upheld the Is-
lamabad High Court (IHC) judgment.

An accountability court had awarded 10-year imprisonment to Nawaz
Sharif, seven years to his daughter Maryam Nawaz and one year to his
son-in-law Muhammad Safdar on July 6, 2018. Two months later, a division
bench of the IHC had accepted their petitions, seeking suspension of their
sentence and set them free on September 19, 2018. On December 23,
another accountability court sentenced the former prime minister to seven
years in prison in the Al Azizia case.

However, the Supreme Court pointed out serious flaws in the IHC judg-
ment in its detailed verdict. It noted that "instead of adhering to the guide-
lines issued and recommendations made" by the SC in an earlier case
regarding shorter formats of orders to be passed in matters of bail, the
High Court had issued a 41-page judgment while deciding the Sharifs’ bail
petitions. According to the judgment, it is a settled principle of law that
while deciding an application for bail or the suspension of sentence, the
merits of the case are not commented upon in detail. However, the IHC in
its impugned order "had not only undertaken a detailed assessment of the
merits of the case but also recorded some categorical conclusions.”

The Apex Court also noted that the Sharifs’ writ petitions for suspension
of their sentences were taken up at a time when their main appeals chal-
lenging the accountability court verdict in the Avenfield case had already
been fixed for hearing. “It is in contrast to judicial norms, because sen-
tences are usually suspended considering that a convict may not be kept
in custody till his appeal is fixed for hearing,” it observed. The court clarified
that in cases under the National Accountability Ordinance 1999, a High
Court may exercise its constitutional jurisdiction to grant bail "only in ex-
traordinary circumstances and in cases of extreme hardship. But in the
Sharifs’ cases, no such extraordinary circumstance or hardship has been
cited by the IHC.”

Besides the corruption cases, a joint investigation team (JIT) has ac-
cused Nawaz Sharif of illegally allotting 14,398 acres of Waqf (trust) prop-

erty attached to the Baba Farid shrine in Pakpattan to Dewan Ghulam
Qutab during his tenure as Punjab chief minister in 1986. The JIT, consti-
tuted on the Supreme Court order, said he had allotted the shrine's land
in violation of a High Court order after ordering the withdrawal of a notifi-
cation on December 17, 1969. The JIT report said he had also allotted
land in Hujra Shah Muqeem and property of the shrine of Hafiz Jamalullah
Multani illegally.

It is said Prime Minister Imran Khan is unhappy after he was forced to
accept PML-N President Shahbaz Sharif as Public Accounts Committee
chairman. He thinks the Sharifs are still not being subjected to real ac-
countability, as Nawaz Sharif was allowed to visit abroad when he was
facing cases in accountability courts. He is also disturbed that Shahbaz
Sharif, despite being arrested by the National Accountability Bureau
(NAB), is a free man and holding meetings in the Minister’s Enclave and
can even summon NAB officials, who are interrogating corruption cases
against him. He thinks Shahbaz Sharif can also influence investigation
agencies to favour his brother after becoming Public Accounts Committee
chairman. Addressing a public gathering recently, Federal Information Min-
ister Fawad Chaudhry claimed the federal government was under im-
mense pressure to strike deals with Nawaz Sharif and Asif Ali Zardari, but
he did not elaborate who was pressurizing Prime Minister Imran Khan.

On the other hand, the PML-N camp is elated at the Supreme Court
verdict. However, legal experts are divided. Some say it would benefit the
Sharifs in their legal battle in the corruption cases. Others opine the de-
tailed verdict indicates they will be convicted in the end. Former Prime Min-
ister Nawaz Sharif and his daughter Maryam Nawaz have hardly made
any political statement since their release from the Adiala Jail on Septem-
ber 19 last year. Nawaz Sharif has been disqualified from politics for life.
Maryam could still have a chance, but her re-entry into politics will not be
easy. She was accused of presenting forged documents before the court.
An international forensic expert had testified against her in court. She could
be pardoned for being a woman, but may not be allowed to run for parlia-
ment. She and her father had become “ideological” and started bashing
national institutions after the Supreme Court ousted Nawaz Sharif as prime
minister. They are patiently waiting for the proceedings against them and
may become “ideological” again, if the Supreme Court ruled against them. 

Law
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Two main opposition parties have joined hands against the government
of Prime Minister Imran Khan. The rare unity of the Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N) and the Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) is not only
a threat to the government, but may also have serious repercussions for
the two parties, which have divergent ideologies and vote banks.It is a fact
that the government forced the opposition parties to unite, with its undue
aggressive attitude towards their leaders. They are facing corruption cases
in courts, but the government attempted to take credit for it and adopted a
belligerent posture towards them in the parliament and outside, which
forced them to work together. The opposition claims it has no intention to
topple the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government at the Centre and
the Punjab. However, it will make an all-out effort to push the government
to the wall, which is the only option, it feels, for it to save itself from ac-
countability.

The opposition parties have decided to form a committee to devise a
joint strategy on various issues, including a second extension in the tenure
of military courts. The decision was taken at a meeting of opposition lead-
ers, hosted by Leader of the Opposition Shahbaz Sharif in his chamber at
Parliament House. Speaking to reporters after the two-hour-long meeting,
Shahbaz said the opposition leaders had decided to form a committee to
devise a joint strategy and deal with the government on various issues.
The committee, which would have representation from all opposition par-
ties, would hold negotiations with the government on the issue of an ex-
tension in the tenure of military courts. "The combined opposition will adopt
whatever path is in the national interest," he added.

PPP Chairman Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari, who attended the meeting along
with his father, former President Asif Ali Zardari, was more aggressive. He
said the opposition's human and democratic rights were under attack from
all sides by the government, but the opposition leaders were "not ready to
compromise" on them. When asked whether the opposition parties would
come together in the shape of an alliance, he responded: "The union has
taken place." Shahbaz had earlier welcomed Zardari to the meeting with
a hug, as the two main opposition parties increasingly appear to join hands
to give the PTI-led government a tough time. Earlier, when Asif Zardari
entered the National Assembly amidst desk-thumping by the opposition
members, Shahbaz received him and shook his hand. Experts say PML-
N leaders will also have to defend the corruption of Asif Zardari besides
the wrongdoing of the Sharifs in talk shows and the public, which would
decrease its popularity in the Punjab. Pictures of Shahbaz Sharif with Asif
Zardari will create a negative impact among PML-N voters in the Punjab.

The tension in parliament has increased after opposition forged an al-
liance. Business in the lower house is frequently disrupted by protests
against the government. Both sides are using derogatory words against
each other. The opposition also walked out after opposition leader Shah-
baz Sharif accused the treasury benches of using foul language against
him. The opposition’s behavior prompted Prime Minister Imran Khan to

lash out at it. In his Twitter message, he said the repeated walkouts indi-
cated that it was "the only function they (opposition) intend to perform".
He claimed that walkouts were a "pressure tactic" to "seek an NRO (Na-
tional Reconciliation Ordinance) and evade accountability for corruption
in NAB (National Accountability Bureau) cases not initiated by PTI (Pak-
istan Tehreek-i-Insaf)". In another tweet to justify his government’s action
of putting Zardari, Bilawal and Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah on the
Exit Control List, he asked why lawmakers were "so scared of the Exit
Control List (ECL) and why they were so keen to go abroad.” Bilawal
promptly reacted to his tweet on Twitter, saying: "Obviously selected PM
doesn't understand the concept of human rights or freedom of movement.
Funny it’s only the opposition members on ECL, government members
are busy travelling. Including PM who despite promising not to travel for
first six months has made more than seven trips so far!" Later, the cabinet
decided to remove the names of Bilawal and Murad Shah from the list on
an order of the Supreme Court.

The situation outside parliament is no different. Federal Information
Minister Fawad Chaudhry has played a key role to add to the tension with
the PPP. Before his visit to Sindh, he created the impression that the PTI
was going to dislodge the PPP government in Sindh. He has not backed
down from his demand of the resignation of the Sindh chief minister. “The
process to change the Sindh government has already started. The PTI
can change the provincial government with the help of its coalition part-
ners. The PPP still has the option of in-house change,” he told the media.
In reaction to it, the PPP warned that the PTI government would not be
able to complete its five-year term. Addressing a gathering in Badin, he
said no one had accepted PM Imran Khan's election and he would not be
able to complete his tenure. “My party will take care of him.”

Experts say the Sharifs have joined hands with the PPP after they were
denied a National Reconciliation Ordinance (NRO)-like relief. It will still be
difficult for the party to satisfy its workers on joining forces with former
President Asif Zardari. It will suffer badly in the next election, especially in
the Punjab, if it continues its alliance with the PPP.

However, the situation could also be difficult for the PTI in future. The
opposition’s alliance will target the government’s coalition partners at the
Centre and the Punjab. It can also change the Senate chairman. The sit-
uation could be more serious in the Punjab, which will be the prime target
of the opposition.
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The lower house of the Indian parliament has passed a constitution
amendment bill to grant citizenship to non-Muslims. The controversial bill
aims to make Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and Christians from
Bangladesh, Pakistan and Afghanistan eligible for Indian citizenship. Leav-
ing out Muslims and minorities from non-Muslim neighbouring countries
from the bill, India has told the world it is only concerned about non-Mus-
lims in its territory and not worried about the plight of minorities in bordering
non-Muslim states.

The proposed law also lends credence to the general impression in
India and the outside world that the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi is promoting hardline Hindu politics in a
country, which is officially a secular state. Critics say the move is divisive
and citizenship cannot be granted on the basis of religion. The bill also vi-
olates the constitution, as India is a secular country, they say. Protests
against the proposed legislation started in India’s northeast, where resent-
ment against illegal immigration from neighbouring Bangladesh runs high.
The protesters burned tyres and damaged two BJP offices in the north-
eastern state of Assam and police said 700 were arrested. A third of
Assam’s 32 million residents are Muslims, the second-highest number after
Indian-administered Kashmir. Many of them are descendants of immi-
grants who settled under the British rule. India’s 1.3 billion people are about
80 percent Hindu and 14 percent Muslim, with the rest made up of Chris-
tians, Sikhs and other minorities. It is officially a secular nation, but the
BJP has for years contested elections on a Hindu nationalist platform, with
party members in the past being accused of making anti-Muslim state-
ments to polarise Hindu voters.

With the new bill, the BJP government is trying to convince Assamese
Hindus that their loyalty should lie not with the indigenous Muslim commu-
nities of their state, who speak their language, but with Bengali Hindus.
For now, the majority of Assamese Hindus seem not convinced by Hindu
nationalist arguments. The bill will not only cause division and conflict in
the northeast of India but also significantly contribute to the ongoing Hin-
duisation of India, Aljazeera said in a report. Under the new bill, migrants
belonging to six religious communities, who entered India without neces-
sary documents before 2014, would not be imprisoned or deported and
would gain permanent citizenship after six years of residency in India.

The government says the bill aims to provide succour to persons who
have been persecuted in their homelands because of their religious iden-
tities and who have "nowhere else to go but India". The proposal assumes
persons who identify as Muslim cannot be persecuted in Muslim-domi-
nated countries and, therefore, excludes all Muslim immigrants. Critics
have questioned the reasons behind the government's decision to limit the
scope of the bill to migrants from Muslim-majority neighbours of India.
Some have argued that the fact that the proposal excludes thousands of
undocumented immigrants from Sri Lanka, Nepal and most importantly
Myanmar implies that the Indian government is not at all concerned about
the persecution of minorities if they are not living in Muslim-majority coun-
tries. Indeed, when members of Myanmar's Muslim Rohingya minority

sought refuge in India after being persecuted in their home country for their
religious and ethnic identity, the Indian government did not attempt to pro-
vide any legal protection for them. On the contrary, the members of the
government perceived the desperate refugees as a threat to India and
made attempts to force them out of the country. In the context, the claim
that the bill is a humanitarian gesture aiming to help people in need does
not hold.

In fact, BJP’s main strategist for the northeast, Himanta Biswa Sarma,
recently exposed the real purpose of the bill: protecting India's so-called
Hindu identity. Before the citizenship bill was put to a vote in the lower
house of parliament, Sarma, who is also the finance minister of the state
of Assam, said, "If the bill is not passed, then Hindus in Assam will become
a minority in just next five years. That will be advantageous to those ele-
ments who want Assam to be another Kashmir and a part of the uncertain
phase there." And soon after the bill was passed, the minister argued that
the decision might have prevented Muslims from taking control of Assam's
17 assembly seats and the Muslim leader of the All India United Demo-
cratic Front (AIUDF), Badruddin Ajmal, from becoming the chief minister.
By using the potential electoral success of Muslim Indian citizens, who
have every right to contest and hold public positions, as a way to legitimise
the citizenship bill, Sarma clearly demonstrated that the purpose of the bill
was not to "help" anyone, but to protect and promote Hindu supremacy in
India. Prime Minister Narendra Modi also admitted that the bill was tied to
his party's desire to make India a Hindu nation that prioritises the rights of
Hindus irrespective of their citizenship.

According to the Bloomberg, India’s government is not acting purely on
humanitarian impulses. After all, at the moment the most persecuted mi-
nority on India’s borders are the Rohingyas who have fled Myanmar; being
Muslim, they’re very obviously not welcome. The amendment could be
summed up in one phrase: “No Muslims please, this is India,” it said in a
report. The initiative is the latest in the BJP campaign led by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi ahead of general elections set to take place early this year
promoting India as a sanctuary for persecuted Hindus globally, the Wash-
ington Post noted.

The citizenship bill is being seen as a part of the BJP's larger ideolog-
ical and political agenda to transform India into a "Hindu homeland". The
party believes India belongs to Hindus and everyone else are invaders. It
is clearly using the bill to send a message to the Hindus in other parts of
India that under their rule, "Hindus will always come first". It also fortifies
Hindus’ quest to expel Muslims from the country and contributes to the on-
going Hinduisation of India.

Analysts say the Indian government has proved Quaid-e-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah’s “two-nation theory” right by passing the bill. It has
made India’s 170 million Muslims to feel unwelcome in their own country.
India has held together because the muddled secular liberalism that united
most of its founding generation was enshrined in its laws. If India abandons
the principles, it will become a darker and more dangerous place, most
especially for the hapless Muslim minority.
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Adumbrations of an
early recovery?

The trade deficit is falling sharply and inflation rose by just 0.4 per cent
in the five months of the Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government.
Exports have also started growing at 5.48pc during the period. Pak-
istan has made big strides in becoming regionally competitive again
for textile exports. These may be signs of an early turnaround, but Pak-
istan will have to fight a long war against economic challenges of re-
paying mounting foreign debt amid rapidly declining foreign currency
reserves in years to come.

The trade deficit in the first half of the current fiscal year shrank by
5pc to $16.8 billion on the back of numerous measures to squeeze im-
ports but exports could not pick up pace despite a steep currency de-
preciation of 33pc in the last 12 months. According to the Ministry of
Finance, the trade deficit, which stood at $17.7 billion in July-Decem-
ber 2017, shrank by 5pc to $16.8 billion in the corresponding period in
2018. Overall imports during July-December 2018, shrank by over 2pc
or $700 million to $28 billion. The ministry said the trend was even
more pronounced in respect of imports under the regulatory duties’
regime. The import value declined from $5.2 billion in July-December
2017 to $4.4 billion in July-December 2018, showing a contraction of
16pc.

The government’s policy measures have resulted in narrowing the
trade deficit, decline in imports and increase in exports. However, the
results are not very encouraging when it comes to exports, which is
the key reason behind the declining non-debt creating foreign ex-
change earnings. The exports during the first half of the fiscal year
were only $11.2 billion, higher by just 1.8pc or less than $200 million
in the first half. It is despite the fact that the central bank, in consulta-
tion with the Ministry of Finance, has devalued the currency by 32.7pc
since January last year. Pakistan’s last fiscal year’s trade deficit was
$37.6-billion, which was the key reason behind the highest ever current
account deficit of $18.9 billion.

According to another encouraging report, Pakistan is getting
cheaper and it would provide more competition in textiles to
Bangladesh, where the minimum wage stood at around $95, up from
$63 in 2018, after a hike weeks before the election. The depreciation
of the rupee has reduced the minimum wage to $107 from $124 in
June, according to Renaissance Capital, an international investment
bank. It observed how the gap between Pakistan and Bangladesh had
lessened in the past year, considering that wages were around 100pc
higher previously in the former and now are just 13pc higher. A year
ago, wages in Pakistan were $136 vs $64 in Bangladesh and now the
difference stood at $107 compared to $95 currently and it has made
big strides in becoming regionally competitive again. It noted that ex-
isting factories were not about to pick up and leave Bangladesh, how-
ever, these figures indicate a potential change in future foreign direct
investment (FDI) investment flows. According to the report,
Bangladesh’s textile exporters will still attract a successful cluster of
FDI, however, when wages exhibit such a tangible shift, investors may

contemplate looking to Pakistan or other countries.
Saudi Arabia has also promised over $10 billion investment in Pak-

istan. Similar memorandums of understanding are expected with
China, the United Arab Emirates and Malaysia over the next two
months. Saudi Arabia is interested in Pakistan’s oil refinery, petro-
chemicals, renewable energy and mining. The $10b investment will be
in addition to the $6b bailout package given by Riyadh to Islamabad
during Prime Minister Khan’s visit to Saudi Arabia in October last year.

Pakistan’s unemployment rate has also gone down slightly while
the literacy rate improved during the previous fiscal year 2017-18, the
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics claimed in a report on the Labour Force
Survey for fiscal year 2017-18. It said the unemployment rate stood at
5.8pc, down from 5.9pc in the previous year. The survey showed the
national literacy rate had improved to 62.3pc in the fiscal year against
60.7pc in 2014-15. The unemployment rate in females decreased to
8.3pc from 9pc, while the rate increased in males from 5pc to 5.1pc.
The number of employees has increased to 42.4pc from 38.7pc. How-
ever, the government’s estimates of unemployment are much lower
than the projection of independent economists. Pakistan’s unemploy-
ment rate stands at nine percent, says Hafiz Pasha, an eminent econ-
omist.

Despite some positive signs, Pakistan’s economy faces huge chal-
lenges. Moody’s, a leading credit rating agency, anticipates that Pak-
istan would continue to fight tough against larger economic challenges,
such as repaying mounting foreign debt amid rapidly declining foreign
currency reserves during 2019. The US-based rating agency says Pak-
istan will have to repay foreign debt amounting to over 160pc of its for-
eign currency reserves in 2019. “Our external vulnerability indicator
(EVI) reading for Pakistan and Sri Lanka exceeds 160pc for 2019, in-
dicating that total public and private external debt due over the next
year is larger than foreign exchange reserves,” it said in a commentary
on “Sovereigns – Asia Pacific 2019.” In June 2018, the agency down-
graded Pakistan’s credit rating from “stable” to ‘B3 negative’ after it
found the country’s foreign currency reserves were insufficient to pay
back its foreign debt.

Earlier, Fitch Solutions, another global credit rating agency, warned
that Pakistan’s exports would likely to be impacted by a global trade
slowdown and negatively impact its economic growth to fall to 4.4pc
by the end of the current fiscal year. It highlighted that despite exports
peaking near record-highs in rupee terms, they nosedived 12.8pc year-
on-year in dollar terms during November last year and projected little
chance of an increase any time soon, taking a global trade slowdown
into consideration.

Most experts believe the country is virtually bankrupt. Most of prob-
lems afflicting the economy are structural in nature. Years of misman-
agement, inaction and living beyond means have compounded them.
The government will have to review its development and economic pri-
orities to come out of the mess.
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Foreign properties of Aleema Khan provided a tool to opposition parties
to target Prime Minister Imran Khan and his charity institutions. They com-
pared her case to the Panama Papers and demanded a joint investigation
team to probe her assets. She had not declared her foreign properties in
tax returns, which not only created suspicion about her integrity but also
maligned the image of the prime minister, her brother.

Some media houses, whose owners also own assets abroad and face
investigation for tax evasion and money laundering, launched a smear
campaign against her, in a bid to get relief from the government through
blackmail. However, her brother asked her to appear before the Supreme
Court of Pakistan and explain her position. A similar campaign was
launched against Imran Khan in the Bani Gala residence case. He pro-
vided almost 7,000 documents to the court to prove he had used legitimate
resources to purchase land for his residence. He had provided almost
every document, which was demanded by the court. His sister was also
expected to meet the same criterion and provide details and money trail
of her foreign properties, but she failed the test when the court fined her
for not declaring the UAE property in tax returns.

Her name started appearing on the list of people, whose foreign prop-
erties were detected by law enforcement agencies and tax authorities, in
2015. However, she refused to cooperate with the Federal Board of Rev-
enue (FBR) despite several notices. She was summoned by the Supreme
Court in December last year, which ordered her to pay Rs29.4 million tax
liabilities, which was determined by the FBR. In an affidavit submitted to
the Federal Investigation Agency (FIA), she had already revealed that she
owned a property in Dubai and that it was paid from the funds generated
from her business dealing overseas. She had purchased the property
worth $370,000 in 2008, with 50pc bank mortgage, but sold it in 2017. An
FBR report said her conduct was uncooperative. She also owns a four-
storey building in New Jersey, according to US property records. The flats
were not declared to the tax authorities in Pakistan by Aleema Khan till
the financial year ending June 30, 2017. She declared them in the tax year
ending June 30, 2018.

The main opposition parties, Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) and Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N), who leaders are facing corruption and
money laundering cases, attempted to politicize her case for point-scoring,
without realizing the fact that she has never been in politics and her brother
has become the prime minister of Pakistan a few months ago after remaining
in the opposition for over two decades. He or his sister had no chance of
plundering the national wealth, unlike the PPP and PML-N leaders, who re-
mained in power for decades. As Aleema also raises funds for Imran Khan’s
cancer hospital, she was accused of embezzlement of donations. Imran
Khan has himself faced the charge for decades, though without substance.

In a bid to implicate the prime minister, PML-N spokesperson Marriyum
Aurangzeb raised questions over the sources of income of Aleema Khan

for buying a multi-storey building in the United States, and labelled her a
"benamidar" (ostensible owner) for the premier. In a statement on Twitter,
she cast aspersions on the discovery of the expensive property, saying:
"What were the sources with which Aleema Baji bought the multi-billion
rupee property? Aleema Baji, is in fact, Imran Khan's benamidar." She re-
marked that the "sources of income can rather be traced to the fundraising
held for Shaukat Khanum Memorial Cancer Hospital (SKMCH) and the
board members of Namal University". Her tweet drew a sharp response
from Information Minister Fawad Chaudhry, who said: "When you yourself
have not done an ounce of good in your life, then don't make institutions
like Shaukat Khanum and Namal University controversial and that too in
order to breathe new life into your dead politics." He reminded the PML-N
leader that Aleema had never held public office and had already declared
all her property. "Your politics is now limited to concocting false stories,"
the information minister said. The PPP also swung into action and de-
manded the name of Aleema be placed on the exit control list and called
for a probe into her properties.

The opposition believes the government had launched an investigation
to detect foreign properties of its leaders, but instead Aleema’s assets were
discovered, which embarrassed the prime minister and the government.
However, it is a fact that the PML-N government had obtained the list of
people owning properties in the UAE in 2015, but it swept the matter under
the carpet because the then Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, his children, Fi-
nance Minister Ishaq Dar and other party leaders were also part of the list.

After the opposition intensified its attack on the prime minister, he asked
his sister to appear before the court and explain her position. She pre-
sented tax and business details of herself and her husband to the court.
In her affidavit, she said the New Jersey property was bought through her
husband’s assets with an investment of Rs140.5m, and it was built for busi-
ness after taking a loan from a bank. “My husband has been in the textile
business for over 20 years and the profit generated by the business was
invested in the form of property in New Jersey. Our annual export orders
stand at nearly Rs2 billion,” she said.

The fact that she was fined Rs29.4m by the Federal Bureau of Rev-
enue (FBR) over her property in Dubai for concealing it, has maligned her
image, though she has presented proof it was bought through an invest-
ment of over Rs30m and the money was transferred through legal banking
channels. The case has damaged her reputation, because people could
not expect it from the sister of Imran Khan, though businesspeople all over
the world use similar tactics to evade taxes. However, the matter could
also be a serious warning to over 60,000 Pakistanis, who own properties
and bank accounts abroad. The opposition blew up the issue for political
point-scoring, but it has the potential to boomerang and hurt its leaders. If
the sister of the prime minister can face a tough test, they should get ready
for rigorous interrogations.
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The recent political developments in the country have once again taught us
a very important lesson about the so-called religious or Islamist parties of
Pakistan that they are like any other political group whose ultimate aim is to
get state and governmental power, have no real ideological basis and unity
among them is transitory. It seems that the alliance of religious parties the
Muttahida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA) has once again fallen apart.

Although no formal announcement for the end of the MMA has been
made by the component parties, but the Jamaat-e-Islami Pakistan (JI) deci-
sion to contest the approaching Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) assembly elec-
tions for 16 seats to be held in the merged districts of former Federally
Administered Tribal Areas, separately and not as part of the MMA has driven
the last nail in the coffin of the religious parties’ alliance. The decision of the
JI to contest the KP assembly elections in the merged tribal districts on its
own and the silence of the largest of the MMA parties, Jamiat-e-Ulema-e-
Islam-Fazl (JUI-F), teach us very important political lessons. First, the JI de-
cision is completely driven by power politics. The party wants to get as many
seats as possible so that it could partake in the power at the provincial level.
Although the PTI has two-thirds majority in the KP assembly and it cannot
be blackmailed by parties like in the past, when the JI was its coalition partner
in the province from 2013-2018, but JI would settle to have the chairmanship
of a few parliamentary committees. Then in order to remain relevant in the
political arena the JI wants to contest elections as a separate entity because
of the MMA’s extremely poor performance in the last national elections, when
it faced defeats in the whole of Pakistan, as hardly a few of its candidates
won. The party nearly lost its political bastions of Upper Dir and Lower Dir
districts in the polls to the ruling Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) candidates.

The JUI-F, on the other hand, has also realized that its alliance with reli-
gious parties, particularly the JI, as expected could not work at all and there-
fore it is better that the alliance ends. In this regard a very important point
regarding the JUI-F thinking must be kept in mind. The JUI-F knows that it
has a strong political base in the entire length of former FATA whereas the JI
does not have any strong footing in the region. Therefore, if it would contest
the upcoming KP assembly elections in FATA, it would have to accommodate
several candidates of JI which it does not want to do. Here again, the JUI-F
is quite politically savvy because although it cannot expect to have a majority
in the KP assembly but it would like to have a share in power in whatever
manner it could have even by having as many members of provincial assem-
bly as possible which at least can expect to get a share of developmental
funds. This is the typical way of JUI-F politics.

Secondly, the JI unannounced withdrawal from the MMA and the JUI-F
peeping mum over the development are also both driven by political expedi-
ency. The JI wants to cultivate a political base in the former FATA, which is
politically quite a fertile part of the country and where the party has huge op-
portunities to entrench itself. This is also a compulsion of the present leader-
ship of the JI under its head Senator Sirajul Haq as it has to extend its party
base.

If today the MMA has virtually fallen apart, it is merely because of the so-
called religious parties’ urge for power and associated perks and privileges
and it has not nothing to do with principled politics. In fact, when the alliance
was revived just before the 2018 elections it was fundamentally for the polit-
ical interests of the component parties and not to serve the masses, or Mus-
lims of Pakistan for that matter. At that time we wrote in these lines: The MMA
was not revived to play a significant role in the country’s politics in future.
Rather the obvious objective of forging an alliance of clerical parties was
aimed at winning as many parliamentary seats in the national and provincial
assemblies as possible. The greater the number of seats the alliance would
have won the greater bargaining position the clerical parties would have to
join coalition governments at the federal and provincial levels. As the alliance
failed to win a significant number of seats it is because of which presently
the religious parties have no value, or even nuisance value in the country’s
politics efforts of JUI-F head Fazl notwithstanding.

Here it is important to note that the MMA as an alliance of Pakistan’s top
religious parties came into existence as an electoral arrangement in the year
2002. The MMA was formed in peculiar circumstances when the United
States-led North Atlantic Treaty Organization had forcibly ousted the Afghan
Taliban regime in Afghanistan in the wake of Al Qaeda’s terrorist attacks on
the American mainland on September 9, 2001. The US-NATO invasion and
occupation of Afghanistan and dislodging of the Taliban government was ex-
ploited for political gains by Pakistani clerical groups. First they formed De-
fense of Afghanistan Council and later it was turned into an electoral alliance
in the shape of the MMA. The then military regime of General Musharraf
rigged the 2002 national elections in favour of the MMA and handed it around
60 National Assembly seats and a majority in the provincial assembly of Khy-
ber Pakhtunkhwa, then called the North West Frontier Province. General
Musharraf helped the MMA, or clerical parties, of Pakistan win an unprece-
dented electoral victory so as to intimidate the US and the West that they
should not force him for the revival of genuine democracy in Pakistan as this
would mean that anti-US forces in the shape of MMA could sweep elections.

An important aspect of the silent end of the revived MMA is that religious
parties have no respect for the sentiments of Muslims of Pakistan, who have
always wanted the religious parties to unite above their petty political and
sectarian interests to collectively work for the development of a Shariah-com-
pliant governance system. However, the religious parties have never been
interested in and caring for the sentiments of the Muslims of Pakistan and
have always kept their trivial political and sectarian interest most sacrosanct,
and only then the religion or its followers.        

In the unfolding political situation in the country the so-called religious par-
ties would continue their efforts to remain relevant on the political chessboard.
However, unless the religious parties bring a fundamental transformation in
their thinking and approach and start working for the masses and their issues
instead of their leaders’ petty personal and sectarian interests, they would
face continuous marginalization due to increasing rejection by the masses.
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The United States (US) under President Donald Trump may have made many
controversial decisions. However, the administration’s Afghanistan policy os-
tensibly has registered marked improvement as the president wants to put an
end to the longest overseas military entanglement of Washington as soon as
possible. Recently, President Trump has been found to be increasingly impa-
tient to see an end to the Afghan war so that US could withdraw its remaining
troops from the war-torn country at the earliest.

This is despite the fact that previous American President Barack Obama
signed a mutual defence deal with Afghanistan way back in 2014. The US and
Afghanistan had finalized the terms of the Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA)
after years of delay and painstaking negotiations. The agreement came into
force when the traditional Afghan Grand Jirga and the Afghan Parliament had
ratified it. Under the BSA Washington had a justification for the continued stay
of 8,000 to 12,000 US troops and a string of military bases across Afghanistan
to provide security to the Afghan state and government from internal and ex-
ternal threats. Before finalizing the BSA the US had announced that it would
withdraw all its combat troops from Afghanistan by December 31, 2014.

Now President Trump seems to have revisited the BSA and wants to with-
draw at least half of its troops stationed in Afghanistan by the approaching sum-
mer. Presently, the US has around 14,000 troops in Afghanistan, mostly
providing support to Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) to fight the Tal-
iban. In order to facilitate this withdrawal of troops from Afghanistan, the US
already has started talking with the Afghan Taliban. Recently the two sides en-
gaged in talks with the United Arab Emirates in which Saudi Arabia, the UAE
and Pakistan also participated. The direct US-Taliban talks did not cut much
ice. However, the most important aspect of the talks were that they were facil-
itated by Islamabad as President Trump had asked for such help from Prime
Minister Imran Khan, which he graciously extended.

On the other hand the first round of direct talks between Washington and
the Taliban has open vistas of future talks and recently the US Special Repre-
sentative for Afghanistan Reconciliation, Zalmay Khalilzad, who led the US
side in the UAE talks came to Pakistan and expressed optimism that further
talks between his country and the Taliban would soon take place. In the mean-
while, Washington requested Pakistan not only to facilitate talks but also to
host Washington-Taliban talks. Although the Taliban immediately refused to
come to Pakistan and meet Khalilzad but the talks are expected to take place
soon. The US request to Islamabad to hold negotiations between Washington
and Taliban on its soil is, indeed, a great diplomatic achievement for Islamabad
as generally it has been alleged continuously by Afghan government and even
Washington that Pakistan does not want to end the insurgency in Afghanistan.
This is also an achievement of the PM Khan-led Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
government as the opposition Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) and
Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) have been dubbing Imran Khan as a Taliban
apologist and sympathizer. However, both these parties during their respective
rules were unable to adopt proactive diplomacy to end the conflict in
Afghanistan, whose impact on Pakistan have been disastrous.

There are different aspects to the future Washington-Taliban talks in Pak-
istan. Apart from the agreement to hold talks in Pakistan which catapulted a
positive image of Pakistan, there is a great possibility of a meaningful way for-
ward in putting an end to the conflict in Afghanistan. The foremost reason is

that given the traditional Afghan intransigence on every issue and particularly
of the Afghan Taliban to come to the negotiation table, Pakistan may finally
prevail upon the latter to come to an agreement. Because when the talks would
be held in Pakistan, Islamabad could exercise more leverage upon the Taliban
than if they are held elsewhere. Pakistan has been consistently telling the world
that it has had influence over the Taliban but it cannot force the group to give
up arms and agree to conditions set by Washington or the Afghan government.
Secondly, as the talks would be held just before the next presidential elections
in Afghanistan, the Taliban have every opportunity to talk and appropriate for
themselves a share in state power as well as the future political and state struc-
ture in the country. Hopefully, Pakistan could also play its role in this regard by
making the Taliban understand the importance of timings of talks which even
could secure a lion’s share for the Taliban in any future dispensation by be-
coming part of the extant system and nominating its own candidate for the
office of president. If the Taliban do so they would have a realistic chance of
politically even winning the office of president as Afghans may rally around “re-
formed” Taliban to see their country out of crisis and conflict. Sensing the situ-
ation former Afghan warlord, Gulbadin Hikmatyar, who heads Hezb-e-Islami
party has also announced his candidature for the next presidential elections.
Because he knows that to remain relevant he and his party have to go to the
people to solicit their support. Taliban should learn from Hikmatyar, who for a
long time led the most ferocious armed militia.   

Coming back to the significance of the changed US strategy regarding
Afghanistan, this is realistic. Although this is not the first time that Washington
has declared Taliban worth talking to, but President Trump has tried to mean-
ingfully take the process of negotiations forward. Here one could recall the
words of late Richard Holbrooke, former US special envoy for Afghanistan and
Pakistan, when he once said that a “reformed Taliban” were acceptable in the
Afghan government. Today, the words and forecasting of Holbrooke are turning
out to be true that in the final political solution to Afghanistan the involvement
of Afghan Taliban in the government would be acceptable to his government.
I would like here to quote his exact words: “Let me be clear on one thing, every-
body understands that this war will not end in a clear-cut military victory. ……
.some form of political settlements are necessary…... you can’t have a settle-
ment with al Qaeda, you can’t talk to them, you can’t negotiate with them, it’s
out of the question. But it is possible to talk to the Taliban leaders.”

Obviously, in asymmetrical warfare which Taliban have been waging in
Afghanistan, there cannot be clear winners or losers. This does not mean that
the Taliban are the future or fate of Afghanistan, but the point is that if the move-
ment cannot be defeated in the battlefield than it should be got rid of in the po-
litical arena. In the present circumstances this could be the shrewdest policy.
As far as the Afghan Taliban, their agenda and tactics are concerned, they
could be neutralized through politics. The fact of the matter is that the modus
operandi and modus vivendi of Afghan Taliban are not such that fulfil the needs
of a polity.

Now, when the Americans on their part have extended an olive branch it
remains to be seen how Afghan Taliban respond to it. Obviously, they would
enter any negotiations from the position of strength which they have already
achieved. However, at this point they must also understand that any further
use of violence could be counterproductive.  

Insurrection

Raza Khan

Silver lining for peace
in Afghanistan
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Planning has always been the weakest aspect of our economy. Successive
five-year plans failed to achieve their targets with the result that the pace
of progress has been extremely slow. Worse still, we have done little to
identify the reasons behind our planning failure. Since the mid-1980s suc-
cessive governments in Pakistan have been promising to emulate the
Asian Tigers but could never accomplish the miracle. For long we have
talked about emulating the economic miracle of South Korea. Mahathir's
Malaysia has once again become one of the countries that we would like
to emulate besides Hong Kong and Singapore. But China is our ultimate
inspiration. Since about the late 1990s, when Deng Xiaoping's reforms
started bearing fruit in Mainland China, successive governments in Islam-
abad have been talking about turning Pakistan into a virtual China.

While we try to remodel Pakistan on the lines of any of the economically
highly successful countries of the day, we ignore the political, social, cul-
tural and economic peculiarities of Pakistan which set it apart in a lot of
meaningful ways from countries that we look upon to copy.To achieve the
desired success not only do we need to recognize these peculiarities but
we need also to accept them as such and own them without any reserva-
tions. This is the only way we can achieve unity out of these peculiar di-
versities in the federation.

Pakistan is a federation composed of four distinct units plus two addi-
tional ones, which are still out of the purview of our constitution. Each of
these units has its own distinct features. Each is ethnically different from
the rest and each has its own distinct mother tongue. Our national lan-
guage, Urdu, is not the mother tongue of our nation. The language of our
rulers is English (official language) while it is not the lingua franca of the
ruled. Culturally too, these units differ from each other in many ways.

The stark fact is that one of the federating units is larger population-
wise than the rest of the three units put together. Economically this unit is
relatively richer and more advanced than the other three units. Another
unit size-wise is larger than all the other units put together but it is poorest
of the four and relatively less advanced. Of course, the majority of the pop-
ulation inhabiting these units is made up of followers of Islam. But then in
this context as well Pakistan is five countries in one. Because of the failure
of our ruling elite to recognize these diversities and accept them as such,
those who have been ruling this country since independence have contin-
ued to regard Pakistan as a unitary state made up of one unified Muslim
nation. That is why all our socio-economic plans, short-or medium-term,
were designed for such a country all through the last 71 years and not for
one with all its inherent peculiarities and diversities. Of course, many coun-
tries in the world possess more challenging diversities than does Pakistan.
In Asia, we have India, Sri Lanka and China in the same class. India is,
perhaps, one country with the most diversities and peculiarities. It is more
complex than the other three. China being a one-party socialist country,
has managed to dissolve its diversities into a crucible, to a large extent.
India, on the other hand has managed these diversities and peculiarities

by recognizing and accepting them as such very early in the day; and then
it has used liberal democracy to allow all its states to develop on their own,
each using its comparative socio-economic and cultural advantages.

Pakistan, too, can overcome its diversity challenges and strike out a
path to a unified progress by first incorporating in its letter and spirit the
18th Constitutional Amendment. However, some influential elements in the
country which seem to be still suffering from a colonial mindset believe
that giving political and financial autonomy to provinces which they believe
are not yet capable of shouldering increased responsibilities would lead
to financial chaos, economic instability and wastage of limited resources.
Some of these elements seem to even believe that “granting” full autonomy
to the provinces would eventually lead to disintegration of the country.
These elements, perhaps, fear that the smaller provinces would use the
18th Amendment to drift away from the federation, not realizing that it was
because they were being ruled all these years as colonies from Islamabad,
negating the spirit of federalism that the three smaller provinces today
seem to be suffering from a massive dose of disillusionment with the fed-
eration itself. The reluctance of these elements and the apprehensions of
influential political elements have made it almost impossible to draft and
pass in time, relevant subordinate legislations both in parliament and the
respective provincial assemblies which is making it almost impossible to
move ahead on the game-changing constitutional reform. The 18th
Amendment renders redundant a number of federal ministries while in-
creasing the administrative responsibilities of the provinces in equal meas-
ure. But the federal government is yet to abolish the redundant ministries
and the provinces are yet to receive the powers that the amendment has
mandated. It is only when we liberate the provinces from the colonial
clutches of the Centre and the local governments from the control of the
provincial head-quarters that would we be able to unleash the creative
forces in each of the six federating units which, in turn, would surely lead
Pakistan on to the path of socio-economic progress.

Economics

Muhammad Jahangir

Planning: the missing
ingredient
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Education

Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

Decreasing literacy
rate must set alarm
bells ringing for the
PTI government

Riaz Ali doesn’t believe an education is necessary for his children. He is
running his plumbing shop in the Tajpura locality of Lahore along Canal
Bank Road in Ghaziabad area for the last three decades. Only one of his
three sons went to school and he, too, left it before passing his fifth grade
exams. All three are grown up now, and attached to their father’s profes-
sion. The eldest one, married with three children, has set up his own shop,
while the younger two are still working with their father. 

All four – father and three sons – make a reasonable daily earning, and
there is no shortage of money in the house for their modest living. Riaz Ali
has three daughters also, and they too were never sent to any school for
getting an education. 

The man in his late 40s has his own reasons for not sending his chil-
dren to any school. “After observing the fate of my elder brother’s “edu-
cated” children, I decided not to send my kids to school. He is a very good
bricklayer, but none of his four sons adopted his profession. 

“They preferred becoming clerks in private schools and factories, as
working as a mason was an insult for them. They are earning only 20 to
30 thousand rupees monthly but did not like their father’s “muddy profes-
sion” though it could bring them two or three times more earning,” says
Riaz Ali.

“My sons are following me and making a good living. They all have pur-
chased their own plots and can build their own houses,” the plumber tells
Cutting Edge proudly. “Had I ‘spoiled’ them by sending them to school,
they would have been doing some clerical jobs in (private) schools after
doing FA and BA and living in rented houses,” Riaz explains his viewpoint. 

The plumber is also against girls’ education. “My wife is uneducated,
but she always managed my house in the best manner. She cooks very
well; she knows how to keep the house neat and clean; and above all she
knows very well how to save money and marry off her sons and daughters
in limited resources. What else is needed in a woman,” asks Riaz Ali. 

“My wife has trained my three daughters in all these fields in the best
manner and married them off. They are happy in their homes and running
their houses successfully. Then what’s use of an education for girls,” he
puts a question philosophically. 

There must be hundreds of thousands of Riaz Alis in Pakistan, stopping
it from becoming a literate country even in the 21st century. They might
have different reasons, but it is a fact that they are large in number and

they are not sending their children to school, regardless of whether they
are living in small villages or big cities like Lahore and Karachi. That is
why, over 20 million children in the country are still out of school. 

Pakistan's education minister admitted in the Senate, the upper house
of Parliament, last month that during the last two years, Pakistan's literacy
rate has dropped from 60% to 58%, with the literacy rate of males 70%
and females 48%. 

During a seminar in Lahore recently, Shafqat Mahmood, federal minis-
ter for Education and Professional Training, told Cutting Edge that the de-
crease was due to the growing population and lack of education facilities
in far-flung areas. 

The Academy of Education Planning and Management, a subsidiary
of the Education Ministry, said in its April 2018 report that Pakistan cur-
rently has 51.5 million children aged 5 to 16. Among them only 28.7 million
are attending school, while 22.8 million children are out of school. Accord-
ing to the report, Pakistan ranks 129 out of 137 countries on health and
primary education-related goals. 

Shafqat Mahmood regrets that Balochistan province has the highest
number of out-of-school children (70%), followed by the tribal areas of Khy-
ber-Pakhtunkhwa province (57%). And it is more painful that more girls
than boys are out of schools, 49% and 40%, respectively, who are sup-
posed to nurture the upcoming generations of Pakistan. 

According to the Pakistan Economic Survey, 2017-2018, the literacy
rate for entire Pakistan, including 10-year-olds and above is 58%. The na-
tional net enrolment for primary level for overall Pakistan stood at 54%,
while Punjab leading the rest with 59%, followed by Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
with 53%, Sindh by 48% and Balochistan 33%.

Similarly, the gross enrolment rate for Pakistan is 87% and again Pun-
jab in the lead with 93%, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa 88%, Sindh 78% and
Balochistan 60%. The gross enrolment for males is 94% and 78% for fe-
males.

Public expenditure on education as a percentage of gross domestic
product (GDP) is estimated to be 2.2% in financial year 2017-18 as com-
pared to 2.3% of GDP in financial year 2016-17.

Likewise, the Economic Survey says that the education-related expen-
diture increased by 5.4% to Rs699.2 billion in financial year 2017-18 from
Rs 663.4 billion financial year 2016-17. 
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The overall education condition is based on key performance indicators
such as enrolment rates, number of institutes and teachers which have
experienced minor improvement. The total number of enrolments at na-
tional level during 2016-17 stood at 48.062 million as compared to 46.223
million during 2015-16. This shows a growth of 3.97% and it is estimated
to further rise to 50.426 million during 2017-18.

The total number of institutes stood at 260.8 thousands during 2016-
17 as compared to 252.8 thousands during last year and the number of
institutes are estimated to increase to 267.7 thousands during 2017-18.

The total number of teachers during 2016-17 were 1.726 million com-
pared to 1.630 million during last year, showing an increase of 5.9%. This
number of teachers is estimated to rise further to 1.808 million during the
year 2017-18.

The minister believes poverty is the leading cause of parents not send-
ing their children to schools or a reason for high drop-out rate in primary
schools. "Most poor parents send their children to work to earn money and
help out their families," he believes. Some 50.4 million people live below
the poverty line in Pakistan, although the percentage has declined to
24.3%, according to official data.

Various educationists say even 58% literacy rate is an inflated figure
as the actual ratio of literate persons is far less. Literacy in Pakistan is now
defined as: “Ability to read and understand simple text in any language
from a newspaper or magazine, write a simple letter and perform basic
mathematical calculation (i.e. counting and addition/ subtraction).”

According to the previous definition used in the 1998 census, “A person
was treated as literate if he could read a newspaper or a journal and could
write a simple letter in any language.”

Internationally, every country has its own definition of literacy. In many
Asian countries, the definition of literacy is somewhat similar. However,
experts believe that a meaningful change in the definition of literacy was
required to make it comprehensive with an emphasis on attaining knowl-
edge.

Higher Education Commission’s former chief Dr. Atta-ur-Rehman says
that a change in the definition was a positive move. In a telephonic talk
with Cutting Edge, he said that there was a need for a more comprehen-
sive definition. “The change is an improvement in the definition, but it is
not the ideal one,” he added. 

Shafqat Mahmood says that Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf-led coalition gov-
ernments at the Centre and Punjab as well as in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa are
planning to launch an adult education programme to boost the literacy rate
10-15% within a few years. 

In August, in his first speech after taking over his office, Prime Minister
Imran Khan had promised to run state schools in double shifts – morning
and evening – to tackle the grave situation of low literacy rate. Hopefully,
with a new party in command in Pakistan, the literacy rate will go up sig-
nificantly and the government would take some special measures to con-
vince parents like Riaz Ali the plumber who are bent upon depriving their
children of the basic human right of education.
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The expected endgame in Afghanistan is becoming apparent with both
sides, the US and the Afghan Taliban, imposing certain conditions on
each other. The US thinks that it cannot withdraw its forces from
Afghanistan unless the Afghan Taliban agree to two conditions. First, the
Afghan Taliban should also negotiate with the Kabul regime. Second, the
Afghan Taliban should announce a ceasefire. On the other hand, the
Afghan Taliban demand a complete withdrawal of the US (and foreign)
forces from Afghanistan, and no negotiations with the Kabul regime be-
cause the Afghan Taliban refuse to recognize the Kabul government.

Therein lies the rub. The Kabul government is the product of elections
held under the Afghan Constitution (which is both presidential and fed-
eral). If the Afghan Taliban do not recognize the Kabul government, it
means that they do not recognize the legitimacy of elections and the

Afghan Constitution. The legitimacy of any elections such as the 2014
Afghan elections can be impugned by levelling allegations of electoral rig-
ging, but then it means that next time transparent elections should be
held. It does not mean that no elections are required to be held. Similarly,
it does not mean that the Afghan Constitution is an inoperable document
doomed for roll up.

The Doha talks, initiated in 2013, were a major feat of US diplomacy
to bring the Afghan Taliban to the table. At that time, former President
Hamid Karzai devalued the Doha talks and he impatiently denigrated the
US officials engaged in the talks. On the other hand, the US officials
opined that the Afghan Taliban were representing a segment of Afghan
society and hence negotiations with them was plausible to give peace a
chance to prevail. To the solace of the US, Afghanistan’s new President

Afghanistan

Dr. Qaisar Rashid

The endgame -- 
second phase
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Ashraf Ghani did not raise any objections to the Doha talks.
With the appointment of Zalmay Khalilzad in September 2018, as US

Special Envoy on Afghanistan, a breakthrough appeared. In October
2018, not only Pakistan released Mullah Baradar, but the US also set free
five Taliban prisoners held at Guantanamo Bay. Their release offered le-
gitimacy to Khalilzad and value to the Doha talks. On other side, since
December 2017, there was going on a parallel round of talks with the help
of China mediating negotiations between Pakistan and Kabul. The objec-
tive was to iron out differences, if any, between Pakistan and the Kabul
regime. The propinquity between Pakistan and China was cashed in on,
and it was ensured that Pakistan had no objection to the Kabul regime’s
legitimacy.

Now, the second phase of peace negotiations has started. This phase
is more inclusive than the previous one. In this phase, the help of Saudi
Arabia has been sought to convince the Afghan Taliban to accept the
presence of the Kabul regime in negotiations. In response, the Afghan
Taliban have withdrawn, in consistent with their policy of non-recognition
of the Kabul regime. With that, the real test of endurance and persever-
ance of all the parties concerned starts.

Pakistan was instrumental in nudging the Afghan Taliban to the Doha
talks. Pakistan has been asked again to bring the Taliban to negotiations
with the Kabul regime at the talks, whether they take place in Riyadh or
Doha.

The strategy to do this is simple. Put pressure on Pakistan, as US
President Donald Trump did on 1 January, 2018, by reproving Pakistan
publicly through his twitter handle. Trump called Pakistan a liar and de-
ceitful. The strategy worked effectively, since Pakistan quickly responded
publicly by showing its cards. That is, the US was not recognizing Pak-
istan’s sacrifices in the war on terror.

On 20 January, 2019, on the invitation of Pakistan’s Foreign Minister
Shah Mehmood Qureshi, Republican Senator Lindsey Graham visited
Pakistan and offered all the correct words Pakistan was desperate to hear.
Pakistan was not playing any double game in Afghanistan; five-thousand
Pakistani soldiers died fighting the war on terror; and Pakistan’s incum-
bent prime minister was correct in saying that negotiations with the Afghan
Taliban was a better way out. Graham’s utterances made Pakistan feel
elated and accredited.

Graham was also sharp enough to exploit Pakistan’s favourite words,
the game changer, and offered a carrot of the possibility of a Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) between the two countries (meant for the integration of
economies) in return for Pakistan’s efforts to convince the Afghan Taliban
to accommodate the Kabul regime at the negotiating table. Graham said,

“With the Prime Minister Khan, we have a unique opportunity to change
our relationship to go from transactional to strategic; the way to do that is
to integrate our economies, the FTA.” Graham further said, “ the IMF loan
will stabilize in the shorter term of Pakistan’s economy but if we could
ever one day get to integrated FTA, integrated economies between Pak-
istan and the US, that’s a game changer for Pakistan.” In response, Pak-
istan feels obliged and rejuvenated.

There is another dimension of the endgame in Afghanistan. The US
has indicated a partial (or phased) withdrawal of its forces from
Afghanistan, but under certain guarantees such as a residual force would
be left for conducting counterterrorism operations in case any renegade
sub-group of the Afghan Taliban erupted into a revolt or any neo-al-Qaeda
takes refuge in Afghanistan. To forestall such eventualities, the Afghan
Taliban have only verbal assurances to offer. More than that, the US has
shown its concern regarding the vulnerability of the Kabul regime and it
is not ready to leave it to the mercy or goodwill of the Afghan Taliban.

The major claim of victory of the Afghan Taliban lies in the US’ an-
nouncement of the withdrawal of its troops. To achieve this end, the
Afghan Taliban are vociferously demanding a timeline for the withdrawal
of troops. The Afghan Taliban also demand the release of prisoners from
US custody, besides lifting the travel ban on the Taliban leaders.

It is apparent that giving a definite timeline is hard for the US because
any terrorist incident in Afghanistan has the potential of halting peace and
threatening the existence of the Kabul regime. The relevant point is that,
in Afghanistan, the US’ allies including the European Union, Japan, Aus-
tralia and India have invested millions of dollars in the reconstruction of
the worn torn country. Any escalation of a conflict would have the potential
to ruin the past efforts. Allies are not apparent on the scene, but it is un-
derstandable that the US cannot ignore their concerns.

The US sees the solution in an intra-Afghan dialogue. The dialogue is
important for two reasons. First, the dialogue is important to preclude the
repeat of the post-1991 civil war in Afghanistan. Second, the dialogue is
important to secure the investment of time and money of the US and allies
in Afghanistan. The US is interested in both. The US is interested in the
first because any civil war would take Afghanistan back to the benighted
era infested with Islamic fundamentalists. The US is interested in the sec-
ond because the allies may not divert more resources to try another time
to reconstruct Afghanistan.

In short, the endgame in Afghanistan has entered the second phase,
which is defined by the Afghan Taliban’s acceptance of the Kabul regime
on the negotiation table and then recognizing the regime’s legitimacy pub-
licly. The third phase would be to recognize the Afghan Constitution.
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Unfortunately, Pakistan has become a country where poor people are con-
sidered as helpless, powerless and ignorant citizens who are destined to
serve the cruel and corrupt ruling elite throughout their lives. The poor peo-
ple have been deprived of their fundamental rights, which even the con-
stitution gives them to lead productive, purposeful, pleasant, peaceful,
secure, healthy and honourable lives. The ruling elite, with its corrupt fi-
nancial and ruthless political power, has become a real master of the poor,
simple and down-trodden people. It is using democracy, legal, class-based
education and cast-based (baradri) social systems and religion to plunder
the country and control the people. Laws are made to protect the corrupt
ruling elite; bills are passed in parliament to enhance its powers; amend-
ments are made in the constitution to protect its partisan interests; new
mega projects are launched to earn kickbacks; new banks are established
and used for money laundering; security agencies like the FIA, NAB, po-
lice, etc. are used to crush opponents and control the masses; services of
famous lawyers are hired to
save corrupt mem-
bers of the ruling elite
from the courts and
punishment. In short,
the ruling elite has not
only turned the poor peo-
ple into real slaves but also
made all the systems - political,
legal, social, economic, education,
etc.- corrupt and rigged. Resultantly,
the entire Pakistani society, including al-
most all the institutions, has become cor-
rupt, immoral, fragmented, ignorant, intolerant,
irrational and callous. 

On 19 January, security officers of the Counter-
Terrorism Department (CTD) of the Punjab police
killed four people, including a couple Khalil,
Nabeela and their teenage daughter Areeba, in
Sahiwal in the presence of their other surviving
three siblings, describing this incident as an
encounter with terrorists. The CTD and the PTI
Punjab government have tried their level best
to prove the victims to be terrorists.  The Pun-
jab governor Chaudhary Sarwar has claimed
the victims were “at the wrong place, at the
wrong time”. The Punjab law minister Raja
Basharat has shamelessly described them “col-
lateral damage”. The CTD changed its state-
ments three times. But, a video which went viral
on social media has exposed the CTD’s lies and cruelty as the three sur-
viving children who were witness to the episode have told the truth. After
seeing this tragic incident and listening to the real story from an injured
son with tears in his eyes and two younger helpless sisters standing be-

sides, the people of Pakistan are shocked and angry. To ap-
pease the people, Prime Minister Imran Khan in a tweet on 21
January "assured the nation" that those [found] guilty in the
Sahiwal incident would be given "exemplary punishment",
adding that the grief and anger of the people of
Pakistan over the incident was "understand-
able and justified". "I assure the nation
that when I return from Qatar not
only will the guilty be given ex-
emplary punishment, but I
will review the entire
structure of the Punjab
police and start [the]
process of reforming it,"
added the premier.

On 22 Jan-
uary, a Joint Investigation Team (JIT)
constituted to investigate the tragic incident
has held officers of the Counter-Terrorism
Department (CTD) responsible for the killings of

Police
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three "innocent" members of the same family.
Addressing a press conference, Punjab Law Minister Raja Basharat

announced the government has decided to remove several officers of the
CTD upon recommendations of the investigation team. According to the
minister, “the Additional

I G
o p e r a -
tions Pun-
jab has
been im-
mediately

r e m o v e d
from his post
and ordered to
report to the fed-

eral government,
the AIG CTD Punjab has
been removed, the DIG
CTD has also been re-

moved and ordered to report
to the federal government, the

SSP CTD and DSP CTD Sahiwal
region have been suspended.”
Additionally, five CTD officials in-

volved in the “encounter” have been or-
dered to be presented before an anti-terrorism

court after being challaned in the case. The minister re-
vealed that the JIT head has sought additional time to
further investigate and present facts concerning
Zeeshan Javaid, the fourth person killed in the CTD
operation who the agency alleges has “links with
a terrorist outfit”.

Many people, including journalists, ana-
lysts, social media users, etc., believe that the
PTI government is trying to diffuse the situa-
tion and placate the people. The PTI’s incom-
petent government would not be able to
introduce and implement police reforms in
the coming days. It will not bring the real cul-
prits of this tragic case to book. Because, the
PTI and its allied parties like the PML-Q and

the MQM- P have their own partisan interests to
protect under the prevailing corrupt police system in the country. 

History tells us that politicians and political parties like the PML-N, the
PPP, the MQM, etc., have not only politicised the police force but also
used it even for extrajudicial killings. In July 1999, Raja Basharat, Punjab
Law Minister and a member of the PTI’s coalition partner PML-Q, while
talking to the BBC News as a law minister during Shahbaz Sharif's 1997
to 1999 government in the province, asserted: "I agree with you that the
police have been carrying out extra-judicial killings, but the number is so
small that I think with the passage of time and with the emphasis of the
government in discouraging it and the way the government is taking action

against police officials, this number will diminish." This prac-
tice is still going on in Pakistan, especially in the Punjab

and Sindh.
The PML-N Punjab government had used
the police, according to the Baker Najafi re-
port, to kill 14 innocent members of the PAT
and injured more than 100 in 2014. Un-

fortunately, and tragically, no punish-
ment has yet been given to the
real culprits, including Shahbaz
Sharif, Rana Sanaullah and po-
lice officers.  According to a re-

port by Human Rights
Watch, many of the 2,108
people reported by the
media to have been
killed in encounters in
2015 died in circum-
stances that were
"faked and did not
occur in situations in
which lives were at
risk." 

According to the
Human Rights Commission

of Pakistan (HRCP), more than 2,000
people were killed in fake encounters in 2015. The HRCP statistics further
confirm that 1,226 people were killed in 784 police encounters in 2016
and 2017 combined. While, The News writes: "The HRCP data reveals
that total 2,117 police encounters have been reported in the Pakistan
media from January 01, 2014 to May 11, 2018. As per the data, 6,610
male and 23 female and 12 minor victims were encountered by the police
during this period out of which 3,345 people were killed. During these en-
counters, 173 accused were injured, 516 arrested and 2,602 accused es-
caped. Similarly, 10 passers-by were killed and 53 were injured in these
encounters. The data further shows that 1,914 people of the total en-
counter victims had a criminal record, including 818 were involved in da-
coities, 66 in kidnapping, 233 in murder, 258 in robbery, 13 in smuggling
and 32 in rape cases. Similarly, 206 people were facing the charges of
militancy, and 27 were facing the charges of extortion."

These facts and figures clearly show that extrajudicial killings by the
Punjab and Sindh police have become a policy of the state, which is very
threatening for the stability of the country because it shakes trust in rule
of law among the people.    

In fact, the war on terror has militarized the police which, resultantly,
has led to the abuse of human rights. The police should change their
working style to avoid such tragic incidents in the future. Asia director
at the Human Rights Watch, Brad Adams, has aptly written: "Law en-
forcement has been left to a police force filled with disgruntled, corrupt
and tired officers. Police should have the resources, training, equipment,
and encouragement to act professionally instead of leaving Pakistanis
to rely on favours and bribes to seek justice." The PTI government
should pay heed to these words by introducing all-sweeping reforms in
the police. The media, including print, electronic and social, is playing
its role very constructively as it has informed and educated the people
regarding this tragic incident very impartially and quickly.  The media
has unearthed the truth and forced the government to take action
against police officers. It should continue its role as a watchdog in the
country. The state should also hold the security agencies accountable
for their poor performance. 

It should also give justice to Naqeebullah Mehsud, Intizar Ahmed and
Amal Umer's families along with the Model Town and Sahiwal victims. If
the PTI' s government really wants to bring about a positive change in the
country, it will have to rectify errors by introducing reforms in the police
system. Otherwise, the dream of Naya Pakistan will never materialise.
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Your View

THE tragedy near Sahiwal on January 19 proves beyond a shadow of

doubt that our government cannot work efficiently beyond a certain popula-

tion size and scale. The bureaucracy becomes inefficient, the judiciary is

over extended while the police become largely answerable only to them-

selves. When a country arrives at this state of affairs, good governance is

relegated into the background and its citizens are forced to live in the shad-

ows of the Wild West. Sadly it seems that things have spun out of control in

Pakistan. The minions of the state have declared the victims of police bru-

tality and violence as terrorists. The spontaneous reaction of the people to

the Sahiwal killings shows the state is oppressive and the police have be-

come a mafia trampling the law and spreading disorder. A centralised sys-

tem will always make mistakes of this sort, suffering a high ratio of false

positives. The violent death of Murtaza Bhutto in a similar police encounter

in September 1996, should have set alarm bells ringing. The state should

have brought reforms in the system, however, it did nothing. Eighteen years

later in June 2014, the people — with private TV news channels in full

bloom — witnessed the Lahore Model Town massacre by the police. In

2019, the police have grown bolder and staged an encounter in broad day-

light killing a family and a taxi driver. Pakistan needs to modernise quickly,

for the world is on the threshold of the third decade of the 21st century. In

today’s modern state, governance has to be local, the judiciary has to be

local and the police definitely have to be local if its economy is to thrive.

Faisal Qamar

USA

Police overreach near Sahiwal

LITERACY plays a major role in contributing to a thriving economy. How-

ever, in Pakistan we are still caught up in an education crisis where a sig-

nificant number of children are out of school. If we look at the number of

female students enrolled in schools and colleges, the statistics are even

worse. Around the world, there are 76 million young women who are illit-

erate. This means these women are not empowered enough to take con-

trol of and transform their lives or support their families. In Pakistan’s

context, a high school certificate is considered as high education for

young girls, and even then only a small percentage of girls manage to

complete high school education. In such circumstances, it is extremely

important that the significance of literacy is promoted among the masses

through various literary activities. The Karachi Literature Festival (KLF) is

one such event which reflects our literary traditions and acts as a catalyst

in promoting the reading culture in our society. Such festivals not only

cultivate the reading habit but also promote the accessibility of books and

authors to young readers. As a concerned citizen, I urge policy makers to

highlight such festivals and organize similar events across the country to

create an interest in books and reading among the populace.

Kiran Farooq

Karachi

Female literacy

A FEW weeks ago, yellow lines were drawn on Sharea

Faisal exclusively for motorcyclists to improve the flow of

traffic on this road. The mayor and officials made tall claims

about this, saying it would bring a big change in traffic.

Sadly, not a single motorcyclist is using this facility. Instead,

they drive dangerously, erratically switching from one lane to

another. If one cannot implement this rule, then what was the

use of this project? The traffic police are oblivious to this.

The authorities concerned should look into this and make

sure motorcyclists follow this rule.

Dr. Ismat Shaikh

Karachi

Motorcyclists’ sense

OVER the years, dozens of lives have been lost because of gas

cylinder malfunctions. This year, in Balochistan alone, around 10

gas cylinder explosions have been reported. One was in Turbat,

in a snack shop; four people — including children — were killed,

while nearly 20 were seriously injured, most of whom being

school students. The authorities have not taken any action,

though. Most of the gas cylinders being used here are imported

from Iran and are not subject to inspection. Those who sell them

don’t have the awareness or skills about using these properly and

safely. Anyone who examines, fills or uses gas cylinders should

have basic knowledge about them and be aware of the risks. To

prevent further tragedies, awareness should be created among

the users and the cylinders properly inspected.

Noor Shah Saleem

Panjgur

Cylinder blasts

NAB should probe into this multi-billion rupee scandal of chang-

ing the Punjab police uniform. The new uniform is unimpressive

and policemen wearing it look like babus. The money spent on

the new uniform could have been used to meet other pressing

needs like improving the condition of police pickets, traffic sign-

boards and housing for the staff. What surprises me the most is

that media never highlighted this unnecessary change and

wastage of public money. A poor country like Pakistan cannot af-

ford to waste billions of rupees on such unnecessary experi-

ments. The Supreme Court chief justice is requested to take

notice of this grand scale wastage of public money.

Maqbool Nisar Ali Beg

Islamabad

Punjab police uniform
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The first suspected exomoon may
remain hidden for another decade

Paint specks in tooth tartar illuminate
a medieval woman’s artistry

Lisa Grossman Bruce Bower
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Science

A good exomoon is
hard to find. Prov-
ing that the first pur-
ported moon
around an exo-
planet actually ex-
ists could take up to
a decade, its dis-
coverers say.

“We’re running into some difficult problems in terms of confirming the pres-
ence of this thing,” said astronomer Alex Teachey of Columbia University at
a meeting of the American Astronomical Society. Using data from the now-
defunct Kepler space telescope, Teachey and his Columbia colleague David
Kipping revealed in 2017 that they had found the first hints of a moon orbiting
a planet a little bigger than Jupiter around a star about 8,000 light-years
away. Then in 2018, the pair reported that data from the Hubble Space Tel-
escope bolstered the case for the moon’s existence, but didn’t confirm it.
That uncertainty is partly because the purported moon seems to be about
the size of Neptune, much larger than moon formation theories predict. And
the researchers can’t rule out that the evidence of the moon isn’t actually
evidence of a second planet. “We’re trying to be very careful about not call-
ing this a discovery, that we’ve got this beyond a shadow of a doubt,”
Teachey said.

The team won’t be using Hubble to search for the moon again, after the com-
mittee that allocates Hubble’s observing time denied additional search time
during the next window of opportunity in May. While disappointing, Teachey
says the decision makes sense. Without knowing precisely when and where
the moon will show up, the probability that the telescope will yield more con-
clusive evidence of the moon’s existence is not high enough.

Remnants of a rare pigment
found in dental tartar of a
woman buried around 1,000
years ago at a medieval
monastery indicate that she
may have been an elite
scribe or book painter.

These pigment flecks come from ultramarine, a rare blue pigment made
by grinding lapis lazuli stone imported from Afghanistan into powder, say
archaeologist Anita Radini of the University of York in England and her
colleagues. Elaborately illustrated religious manuscripts produced during
Europe’s Middle Ages, from around 1,600 to 500 years ago, were some-
times decorated with rare and expensive materials, including ultramarine
and gold leaf. The new discovery, reported in the Science Advances, sup-
ports recent historical research suggesting that it wasn’t just monks who
prepared these richly decorated books. Nuns did, too.

The presumed female book painter was identified as part of a study ex-
amining the chemical makeup of dental plaque from individuals buried next
to a women’s monastery at Germany’s Dalheim site. Radiocarbon dating
places the woman’s death at between roughly 1,000 and 800 years ago.
Based on the distribution of pigment in her mouth, the woman was prob-
ably licking the end of a brush in order to create a fine point while painting,
the researchers say.

Other scenarios are possible, but less likely, they say. The woman might
have prepared paint and pigment for herself or other bookmakers, con-
sumed powdered lapis lazuli for its alleged healing powers or ritually kissed
painted figures while reading from prayer books, a practice known from
the late Middle Ages. 
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Drinking diet soda may raise the risk for a severe type of diabetic eye dis-
ease that can lead to blindness, a new study says.

The study, published in Clinical and Experimental Ophthalmology, is the
first to evaluate the link between soft drinks and what’s called proliferative
diabetic retinopathy. "In our clinical sample of people with diabetes, con-
suming more than four cans, or 1.5 liters, of diet soft drinks per week was
associated with a twofold increased risk of having proliferative diabetic
retinopathy," first author Eva Fenwick, PhD, told Medscape Medical
News. Fenwick is a clinical research fellow at the Singapore Eye Re-
search Institute and an assistant professor at the Duke-NUS Medical
School, Singapore.

The study did not find the same results among those who drank regular,
sugar-sweetened soft drinks. More studies are needed to tell whether soft
drinks are unhealthy alternatives to sugar-sweetened beverages, Fenwick
says. Diet soft drinks have been marketed as healthier than regular soft
drinks, yet a growing body of evidence has suggested that artificial sweet-
eners may also harm your health. Past research has linked diet soda to a
higher risk of diabetes, heart disease, and stroke. Some researchers be-
lieve that diet beverages may "fake out" the body to assume that it has
taken in more energy than it really has. That may lead to more hunger and
higher calorie intake in the long run.

The study included 609 adults -- 73 with type 1 diabetes , 510 with type 2
diabetes, and 26 with an unknown type of diabetes -- at an eye hospital be-

tween 2009 and 2010. The average age of the participants was 64.6 years.
They came from the Diabetes Management Project, a study of English-
speaking adults with diabetes in Melbourne, Australia.

Participants reported how many soft drinks they drank as part of a 145-
question food questionnaire. Of the total sample, 46.8% drank regular soft
drinks, and 31.2% drank diet soft drinks. Almost a quarter had proliferative
diabetic retinopathy. Those who drank more than four 12-ounce servings
of diet soda a week were 2.5 times more likely to have the disease, re-
searchers found. The researchers adjusted results for things that usually
make diabetic retinopathy more likely, such as diabetes duration, smoking,
and body mass index.

Six hours: That's the minimum amount of sleep per night you need to
help your heart stay healthy, a new research suggests.

The study found that chronic lack of sleep and poor sleep quality raise
the odds of fatty plaque accumulation in arteries -- a condition known as
atherosclerosis, which increases the odds of heart attack and stroke.
There are many ways to fight heart disease, including "pharmaceuticals,
physical activity and diet," said lead researcher Jose Ordovas. "But this
study emphasizes we have to include sleep as one of the weapons we
use to fight heart disease -- a factor we are compromising every day."

Ordovas is an investigator at the National Center for Cardiovascular Re-
search in Madrid, Spain. In the new research, his team used coronary ul-
trasound and CT scans to track the artery health of nearly 4,000 Spanish
adults. The study participants, average age 46, did not have heart dis-
ease at the beginning of the study. The study couldn't prove cause and
effect, but people who slept less than six hours a night were 27 percent
more likely to have body-wide atherosclerosis than those who slept seven
to eight hours a night, Ordovas and his colleagues reported.

Too much sleep wasn't great for the heart, either. The study also found
that women who slept more than eight hours a night had an increased
risk of atherosclerosis. Participants with "poor-quality" sleep -- frequent
awakenings or difficulty getting to sleep -- were also 34 percent more
likely to have atherosclerosis, compared to those with good-quality sleep.

The study was published in the Journal of the American College of Car-
diology. "This is the first study to show that objectively measured sleep
is independently associated with atherosclerosis throughout the body,
not just in the heart," Ordovas said in a journal news release. He also di-
rects nutrition and genomics at the Jean Mayer USDA Human Nutrition
Research Center on Aging, at Tufts University in Boston.

People who had short and poor-quality sleep also tended to consume
higher levels of caffeine and alcohol, Ordovas noted. "Many people think
alcohol is a good inducer of sleep, but there's a rebound effect," he said.
"If you drink alcohol, you may wake up after a short period of sleep and
have a hard time getting back to sleep. And if you do get back to sleep, it's
often a poor-quality sleep." 

Diet soda linked to risk for diabetic blindness

Why your heart needs a good night's sleep

Mary Elizabeth Dallas

Alan Mozes
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The Upside
Ian Freer

Perhaps the only surprise in Neil
Burger’s remake of 2011 French
crowd-pleaser The Intouchables is
that it took so long to get Holly-
woodised. Taking no chances, The
Upside takes Olivier Nakache and
Éric Toledano’s heartwarmer and
replays it beat for beat. While this slavish approach inherits some of the
original’s problems — its adherence to formula, its dubious thematic ideas
— it is still an enjoyably well mounted bromance, enlivened by two strong
performances from Bryan Cranston and Kevin Hart.

The set-up, told through flashback, is simple and effective, throwing to-
gether two New Yorkers from different end of the wealth spectrum. At the
upscale end is Bryan Cranston’s Phil, a “richer than Jay-Z” author and in-
ventor who has been paralysed from the neck down from a hand-gliding
accident and is now ensconced in a Park Avenue penthouse, his life run
by cold assistant Yvonne (Nicole Kidman, little screen time but effective).
At the downtown end is Dell, a wiseacre ex-con from the projects looking
to get back into his good graces of his ex-wife (Aja Naomi King) to see his
son (Jahi Di’Allo Winston). Needing to find a job to please his parole officer,
Dell mistakenly turns up for an interview as Phil’s carer and his no non-
sense approach lands him the gig. Unqualified nurse comedy antics ahoy!

As the relationship develops, The Upside leans into familiar culture-clash
fish-out-of-water malarkey. Dell learns about the joys of kumquats and
opera, struggles with voice activated showers and there is extended shtick
with replacing catheters. 

The House by the Sea
David Parkinson

You know what to expect from
veteran auteur Robert Guédigu-
ian. Here, he teams with wife Ar-
iane Ascaride for the 19th time in
this mournful reflection on the ir-
revocable changes that time
wreaks on both people and
places. Regular collaborators Gérard Meylan and Jean-Pierre Dar-
roussin also return and Guédiguian poignantly repurposes a clip of the
younger trio from 1986’s Ki lo sa? to show how far they have drifted
from the carefree individuals they were before responsibility and dis-
appointment sapped their energy and optimism.

Despite just having been forced to retire, Joseph (Darroussin) strives
to cling on to what's left of his youth by dating Bérangère (Demoustier),
who is old enough to be his daughter (as, indeed, Demoustier was in
Anna Novion’s Les Grandes Personnes and Guédiguian's The Snows
of Kilimanjaro). By contrast, Ascaride resists the attentions of fisher-
man Benjamin (Robinson Stévenin), who has been in love with her
since first seeing her on the stage in Marseille. But she has other emo-
tional issues to deal with, as she has never been able to forgive her
now insensible father for allowing her young daughter to drown while
in his care.

Colette
Helen O'Hara

You might think you know what
you’re in for in this film’s open-
ing scenes, when Keira Knight-
ley stands demurely in a
French garden to wave good-
bye to Dominic West. But then,
still barely five minutes in, she
sneaks out for a quick shag with him in a barn across the field. It’s
refreshing to see a period drama that involves this strong a commit-
ment to joyous bonking but, as befits the life and works of the scan-
dalous Colette, this is a taboo-busting and queer-friendly affair.

Knightley’s Colette is already strong-willed and rebellious when we
meet her, and only grows more so. Marrying West’s novelist Henry
'Willy' Gauthier-Villars, an older family friend, is about the last con-
ventional action she takes before the match exposes her to the
whirl of Parisian society in the midst of the Belle époque. Willy
adores the glamour and admiring fans, and while Colette is wary
of decadence for its own sake, she soon makes friends among the
other misfit artists, writers and dancers. She even tries writing a
novel at her husband’s behest, only for him to dismiss it as "too
cloying, too feminine". And then Willy, perpetually living beyond his
means, finds himself in a financial crunch and resorts to that ac-
count of Colette’s schooldays, Claudine à l’école, publishing it
under his own name.

Glass
Nick De Semlyen

At the very end of his last film,
2016’s Split, M. Night Shya-
malan pulled off a twist that
made his previous ones look
like gentle curves. Revealing
that multi-personality serial killer
Kevin Wendell Crumb (McAvoy)
exists in the same universe as Unbreakable’s David Dunn (Willis), it was
the equivalent of Ripley turning up at the end of Avatar or Vera Drake
teaming up with Mr Turner. Gasp-inducing, yes, but what would come
next? How would the writer-director satisfyingly smash together two dis-
parate tales, one a gonzo horror featuring a berserker woman-abductor,
the other a slow-burn drama featuring an invincible man and his very
fragile adversary?

The answer, Glass, is a thriller that’s undeniably bold, but which strug-
gles to mesh together the two moods in an effective fashion. Kevin is
the character (technically 24 characters, though here we only see 20 in
action) who dominates the film, with McAvoy on stand-out form again,
toggling effortlessly between different voices and emotions, and man-
aging to keep The Beast (essentially a cross between Pazuzu and an
angry gibbon) frightening even with prolonged screen time. But after a
relatively action-packed opening that climaxes with Dunn squaring off
against the supernatural maniac, both of them are confined to a creepy
asylum, along with the titular Mr. Glass (Samuel L. Jackson), and the
film slows to Unbreakable pace.
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The New Pakistani Middle Class
Ammara Maqsood

Pakistan’s presence in the outside world is dom-
inated by images of religious extremism and vi-
olence. These images―and the narratives that
interpret them―inform events in the interna-
tional realm, but they also twist back around to
shape local class politics. In The New Pakistani
Middle Class, Ammara Maqsood focuses on life
in contemporary Lahore, where she unravels
these narratives to show how central they are
for understanding competition and the quest for
identity among middle-class groups.

Lahore’s traditional middle class has asserted its position in the socioe-
conomic hierarchy by wielding significant social capital and dominating
the politics and economics of urban life. For this traditional middle class,
a Muslim identity is about being modern, global, and on the same footing
as the West. Recently, however, a more visibly religious, upwardly mobile
social group has struggled to distinguish itself against this backdrop of
conventional middle-class modernity, by embracing Islamic culture and
values. The religious sensibilities of this new middle-class group are often
portrayed as Saudi-inspired and Wahhabi.

Through a focus on religious study gatherings and also on consumption
in middle-class circles―ranging from the choice of religious music and
home décor to debit cards and the cut of a woman’s burkha―The New
Pakistani Middle Class untangles current trends in piety that both aspire
toward, and contest, prevailing ideas of modernity. Maqsood probes how
the politics of modernity meets the practices of piety in the struggle
among different middle-class groups for social recognition and legitimacy.

Origin
Dan Brown

Robert Langdon, Harvard professor of
symbology and religious iconology, ar-
rives at the Guggenheim Museum Bil-
bao to attend the unveiling of a
discovery that “will change the face of
science forever”. The evening’s host is
his friend and former student, Edmond
Kirsch, a forty-year-old tech magnate
whose dazzling inventions and auda-
cious predictions have made him a con-
troversial figure around the world. 

This evening is to be no exception: he
claims he will reveal an astonishing
scientific breakthrough to challenge the fundamentals of human ex-
istence. But Langdon and several hundred other guests are left reel-
ing when the meticulously orchestrated evening is blown apart before
Kirsch’s precious discovery can be revealed. With his life under
threat, Langdon is forced into a desperate bid to escape, along with
the museum’s director, Ambra Vidal. Together they flee to Barcelona
on a perilous quest to locate a cryptic password that will unlock
Kirsch’s secret. 

Remnants of a Separation
Aanchal Malhotra

Generations have grown up outside the shadow
of the communal killings and mass displacement
that shaped the contemporary history of the sub-
continent. Despite being born into a family af-
fected by the Divide, artist and oral historian
Aanchal Malhotra too had thought little about the
Partition until she encountered objects that had
once belonged to her ancestors in an Undivided
India. A gaz, a ghara, a maang-tikka, a pock-
etknife, a peacock-shaped bracelet, and a set of
kitchen utensils: these were what accompanied
her great-grandparents as they fled their homes,
and through them she learnt of their migration and life before the Divide. 

This led her to search for the belongings of other migrants to discover the
stories hidden in them. Remnants of a Separation is a unique attempt to re-
visit the Partition through such objects carried across the border. These ob-
jects absorbed the memory of a time and place, remaining latent and
undisturbed for generations. They now speak of their owners’ pasts and
emerge as testaments to the struggle, sacrifice, pain and belonging at an
unparalleled moment in history. A string of pearls gifted by a maharaja, car-
ried from Dalhousie to Lahore, reveals the grandeur of a life that once was.
A notebook of poems, brought from Lahore to Kalyan, shows one woman’s
determination to pursue the written word despite the turmoil around her. A
refugee certificate created in Calcutta evokes in a daughter the feelings of
displacement her father had experienced on leaving Mymensingh, now in
Bangladesh. Written as a crossover between history and anthropology,
Remnants of a Separation tells stories from both sides of the border and is
the product of years of painstaking and passionate research. 

It pieces together an alternative history of the Partition the first and only one
told through material memory that makes the event tangible even seven
decades later, lest we forget.

The Healing Self
Deepak Chopra

For over twenty-five years, Deepak Chopra, MD
and Rudolph E. Tanzi, Ph.D., have revolution-
ized medicine and how we understand our
minds and our bodies. Chopra, is the leading
expert in the field of integrative medicine and
Tanzi, is the pioneering neuroscientist and dis-
coverer of genes that cause Alzheimer's. After
reaching millions of people around the world
through their collaborations on the hugely suc-
cessful Super Brain and Super Genes books
and public television programs, the New York Times bestselling authors
now present a groundbreaking, landmark work on the supreme impor-
tance of our immune system in relation to our lifelong health.

In the face of environmental toxins, potential epidemics, superbugs, and
the accelerated aging process, the significance of attaining optimum
health has never been more crucial and the burden to achieve it now rests
on individuals making the right lifestyle choices every day. 
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Horoscope

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19) Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22) Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20) Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22) Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Gemini (May 21-June 20) Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22) Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22) Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 23) Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)

You can't help everyone. Use your high en-
ergy and dynamic approach to win favors
from superiors. You may find that your gen-
erosity has been taken for granted. You may
find yourself in the limelight for the wrong
reasons. Your lucky day this week will be
Sunday.

Travel will promote new romantic connec-
tions. Do not let in-laws upset you. Your
hypnotic eyes will capture the hearts of
those who interest you. Romantic oppor-
tunities are evident if you get involved in
large groups or organizations. Your lucky
day this week will be Wednesday.

Be prepared to lose friends or alienate loved
ones due to your stubborn nature lately.
Chances to express your ideas and beliefs
can bring popularity as long as you're not ar-
rogant. They won't get away with it. Your
partner will be emotionally unable to cope.
Your lucky day this week will be Wednesday.

Call a good friend. Your generous nature
could be taken advantage of. Don't neglect
these problems; deal with them once and for
all, then move on to more pleasurable tasks.
Major job changes or opportunities to get
ahead professionally are apparent. Your
lucky day this week will be Wednesday.

Stick to doing things that will make you a
better person both physically and mentally.
Travel for business or pleasure will be en-
lightening. If you're uncertain of your feel-
ings, keep your opinions to yourself. Your
devotion will be persuasive. Your lucky day
this week will be Monday.

Use your obvious talent to work with detail
and you can come up with something great.
Take time to find out if anyone has a better
suggestion before you make arrangements
for the whole family. Use your inventiveness
to find solutions. You can meet potential new
mates if you socialize with friends.  Your lucky
day this week will be Wednesday.

Don't count your chickens before they hatch.
Be diplomatic but stem. Travel will result in
new romantic attractions. Your personal
partner may be less than willing to accom-
modate you this week. Your lucky day this
week will be Tuesday.

Your attitude could be up and down like a yo-
yo. Art investment will pay big dividends in the
long term. You should socialize with clients or
upper echelons of your industry if possible. Ex-
pect to experience a sudden reversal of for-
tune. Your lucky day this week will be
Wednesday.

Try to enlist the help of those you trust in
order to fulfill the demands being made of
you. Look into alternate means of sup port-
ing your financial burdens. Your bankbook
will suffer and your restrictions will put a
damper on your relationship. Luck is with
you, regardless of the financial venture. Your
lucky day this week will be Tuesday.

If you're willing to cut loose you will find yourself
in the midst of an exciting encounter. Find ways
to make extra cash. Start making things or
reusing rather than buying ready made. Invite
friends over. You need to keep everyone on
your domestic scene too busy to complain.
Your lucky day this week will be Wednesday.

This is a great day to beautify your living
quarters or to entertain at home. You won't
be well received by superiors or by your
spouse. Be sure to take care of any minor
ailments. You can become obsessed with
detail and must be sure to divide your time
appropriately. Your lucky day this week will
be Friday.

Travel should be on your agenda. Family
trips or projects should be on your mind. Or-
ganize all the responsibilities that have to be
attended to and make sure everyone knows
what to do. Acknowledge your lover's needs.
Your lucky day this week will be Thursday.




